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BRIEF FOR RETAIL LITIGATION CENTER, INC.  

AND RESTAURANT LAW CENTER AS AMICI CURIAE  

IN SUPPORT OF APPELLANT AND REVERSAL 

 

The Retail Litigation Center, Inc. and the Restaurant Law Center respectfully 

submit this brief as amici curiae in support of Appellant.1 

INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE 

The Retail Litigation Center, Inc. (“RLC”) is the only trade organization solely 

dedicated to representing the retail industry in the courts.  The RLC’s members 

include many of the country’s largest and most innovative retailers.  Collectively, they 

employ millions of workers in Illinois and throughout the U.S., provide goods and 

services to tens of millions of consumers, and account for tens of billions of dollars in 

annual sales.  The RLC seeks to provide courts with retail-industry perspectives on 

important legal issues impacting its members, and to highlight the potential 

industry-wide consequences of significant pending cases.  Since its founding in 2010, 

the RLC has participated as an amicus in more than 150 judicial proceedings of 

importance to retailers.  Its amicus briefs have been favorably cited by multiple 

courts, including the Supreme Court.  See, e.g., South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S. 

Ct. 2080, 2097 (2018); Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 568 U.S. 519, 542 (2013). 

The Restaurant Law Center is a public policy organization affiliated with the 

National Restaurant Association, the largest foodservice trade association in the  

 

 
 1  No counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part, and none of the 

parties or their counsel, nor any other person or entity other than amici or their counsel, 

made a monetary contribution intended to fund the preparation or submission of this 

brief.  See Fed. R. App. P. 29(a)(4)(E).  All parties have consented to the filing of this brief. 
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world.  This labor-intensive industry is comprised of over one million restaurants and 

other foodservice outlets employing 15 million people—approximately 10 percent of 

the U.S. workforce—including nearly 600,000 people in Illinois.  Restaurants and 

other foodservice providers are the largest private-sector employers in Illinois, and 

the second largest in the United States. Through amicus participation, the 

Restaurant Law Center provides courts with perspectives on legal issues that have 

the potential to significantly impact its members and their industry.  The Restaurant 

Law Center’s amicus briefs have been cited favorably by state and federal courts.  See, 

e.g., Lewis v. Governor of Ala., 944 F.3d 1287, 1303 n.15 (11th Cir. 2019) (en banc). 

Amici and their members have a significant interest in the outcome of this 

case.  Some of amici’s members have used employee biometric timekeeping and 

security systems to, among other things, maintain complete records, ensure accurate 

wage payments to employees, prevent time theft and unlawful “buddy punching,” 

monitor remote workers, reduce operating costs, increase productivity, and secure 

confidential company and employee information.  Employees likewise benefit from 

the increased efficiencies, accurate recordkeeping, improved pay systems, and 

enhanced security that flow from the use of these systems.  But even as employers 

and employees alike benefit from the use of this highly secure and effective 

technology, retailers and restaurants are increasingly finding themselves prime 

targets for abusive lawsuits alleging technical violations of the Illinois Biometric 

Information Privacy Act (“BIPA”).   
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This case will directly affect the number, scope, and potential consequences of 

BIPA lawsuits filed against amici’s members.  BIPA is a remedial statute designed 

to foster the development and use of innovative biometric technologies while 

deterring businesses from improperly handling biometric data and ensuring prompt 

correction when violations do occur.  Its liquidated damages and injunctive relief 

provisions are intended to serve that corrective function.  But the district court’s 

holding that each biometric scan constitutes a discrete violation of BIPA, subject to 

its own liquidated damages award, would push the statute far beyond its purpose of 

discouraging bad actors and compelling compliance.  Indeed, the district court’s 

approach would encourage additional class action lawsuits, often untethered from 

any actual harm, and lead to devastating penalties for employers.2  For all these 

reasons, amici and their members have a strong interest in this Court’s decision. 

INTRODUCTION AND  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 

In enacting BIPA, the Illinois General Assembly recognized the “promise” of 

biometric technology to, among other things, streamline financial transactions and 

 
2  The district court “fully acknowledge[d] the large damage awards that may 

result from this reading of the statute.”  Mem. Op. & Order at 13, No. 1:19-cv-00382 (Aug. 7, 

2020), Dkt. No. 125 (“Op.”).  The court, nevertheless, seemed to suggest that it was 

constrained to such a reading based on what was before the court.  Id.  The court 

acknowledged that its “ruling [was] unlikely to be the last word on this subject,” and 

suggested that Appellant would “have ample opportunity” on appeal “to explain why it is 

absurd to suppose that the legislature sought to impose harsh sanctions on Illinois 

businesses.”  Id. at 14.  Despite the district court’s assertion, Appellant has offered a plain-

text reading that a BIPA violation occurs only upon the first finger scan obtained or disclosure 

made without the required statutory consent.  Unlike the statutory interpretation suggested 

by the court and Appellee, this reading does not lead to absurd results, undermine the 

statute’s purpose, or raise due process concerns and should be adopted. 
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security screenings.  740 ILCS 14/5(a).  Today, businesses, including some 

restaurants and retailers, are realizing that promise by using these innovative 

technologies to benefit employees, customers, and businesses alike.  Biometric 

technology used by responsible employers allows for identification of an individual 

based on unique personal characteristics, such as a fingerprint.  The technology is 

faster, more reliable, and more secure than conventional identification and security 

measures.3  Recognizing the numerous benefits of this user-friendly technology, some 

restaurants and retailers, with full transparency for their employees, have 

implemented it for purposes such as facilitating operations; protecting employee 

information, rights, and compensation; and safeguarding data.4  

The Illinois legislature crafted the provisions of BIPA to support the 

development of new technology, while building in safeguards for the collection, use, 

storage, and destruction of sensitive biometric information and identifiers.  See 740 

ILCS 14/5(g).  To that end, lawmakers enacted BIPA as a remedial statute with a 

private right of action designed to encourage responsible use and handling of 

biometric data.  See 740 ILCS 14/20; Rosenbach v. Six Flags Ent. Corp., 129 N.E.3d 

 
3  See Frank Nolan, Implications of US laws on collection, storage, and use of 

biometric information, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP (July 2020), 

https://www.privacysecurityacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Biometrics-

whitepaper.pdf (last visited Apr. 2, 2021). 

4  See Gerald L. Maatman, Jr., Thomas E. Ahlering & Alex W. Karasik, Biometric 

Privacy Class Actions By The Numbers: Analyzing Illinois’ Hottest Class Action Trend, 

Seyfarth Shaw LLP (June 28, 2019) https://www.workplaceclassaction.com/2019/06/ 

biometric-privacy-class-actions-by-the-numbers-analyzing-illinois-hottest-class-action-rend/ 

(last visited Apr. 2, 2021) (“As biometric technology has become more practical and 

affordable, businesses have gradually begun to utilize these innovative tools for various 

beneficial purposes, such as implementing biometric time clocks to prevent ‘buddy punching,’ 

facilitate consumer transactions, and for restricting access to secure areas.”). 
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1197, 1207 (Ill. 2019) (describing the statute’s intent to prevent and deter violations).  

BIPA’s private right of action allows an individual “aggrieved” by a violation of the 

statute to bring a claim for injunctive relief, the greater of actual damages or 

liquidated damages of $1,000 for a negligent violation or $5,000 for a reckless or 

intentional violation, plus attorneys’ fees and costs.  See 740 ILCS 14/20(1)–(4).  

Notwithstanding the inclusion of the term “aggrieved” in the statute, the Illinois 

Supreme Court held that a BIPA plaintiff need not prove any actual damage to have 

standing to bring suit under the statute.  See Rosenbach, 129 N.E.3d at 1207 (“[A]n 

individual need not allege some actual injury or adverse effect, beyond violation of 

his or her rights under the Act, in order to qualify as an ‘aggrieved’ person and be 

entitled to seek liquidated damages and injunctive relief pursuant to the Act.”).5  

When it enabled individuals to assert a claim and seek injunctive relief, even without 

any harm, the Illinois Supreme Court merely sought to keep the doors of the courts 

 
5  The Illinois Supreme Court’s decision in Rosenbach is contrary to rulings from 

courts across the country—including this Court—that have consistently interpreted the 

statutory term “aggrieved” to require a showing of concrete harm.  See, e.g., Warth v. Seldin, 

422 U.S. 490, 513 (1975) (holding that a “person aggrieved” under Civil Rights Act must “have 

been injured by a discriminatory . . . practice”); Gelbard v. United States, 408 U.S. 41, 59 n.18 

(1972) (“An ‘aggrieved person[]’ . . . is a person who was a party to any intercepted wire or 

oral communication or a person against whom the interception was directed.” (internal 

quotation marks and citation omitted)); Gubala v. Time Warner Cable, Inc., 846 F.3d 909, 

910–11 (7th Cir. 2017) (holding plaintiff was not “aggrieved” under the Cable 

Communications Policy Act because there was no evidence of “financial or other injury”); 

Goode v. City of Phila., 539 F.3d 311, 321 n.6 (3d Cir. 2008) (explaining that an “aggrieved 

person” under the state tax code must be “detrimentally harmed” (internal quotation marks 

and citation omitted)); Spade v. Select Comfort Corp., 181 A.3d 969, 981 (N.J. 2018) (“In the 

absence of evidence that the consumer suffered adverse consequences as a result of the 

defendant’s regulatory violation, a consumer is not an ‘aggrieved consumer’ for purposes of 

the [Truth-in-Consumer Contract, Warranty and Notice Act].”). 
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open to litigation that would ensure compliance—not impede the development of 

innovative technologies or unfairly target and crush well-intentioned businesses.   

The district court’s reading, however, goes too far.  Tasked with determining 

when a BIPA claim accrues for purposes of resolving the statute of limitations issue 

in this case, the district court held that each separate finger scan constitutes a 

separate violation of Section 15(b), and that each attendant disclosure constitutes a 

violation of Section 15(d).  The court adopted this interpretation despite recognizing 

that it may lead to “absurd” results.  Should it stand, the district court’s 

interpretation would penalize employers for each and every finger scan—even when 

no employee has suffered any actual damage.  Because employees might scan in and 

out multiple times per day, the potential penalties that will accrue over a typical 

workweek are massive and will be an irresistible lure for opportunistic litigants.  

Faced with litigation risks of this magnitude for purely technical violations of BIPA, 

legitimate businesses might forgo new and beneficial technology in their Illinois 

operations.  Such actions would deprive employees, customers, and businesses in the 

state of the enhanced convenience, efficiency, and security these tools offer. 

The district court’s reading of BIPA is thus untenable—it conflicts with the 

language and purpose of the statute, defies fundamental canons of statutory 

interpretation, harms employers and employees alike, leads to extreme and absurd 

results, and raises significant due process concerns by creating penalties far beyond 

any identified harm.  Respectfully, this Court should reverse the lower court’s 

decision. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The District Court’s Interpretation of BIPA Undermines the Statute’s 

Purpose, Would Lead to “Absurd” Results, and Raises Due Process 

Concerns. 

 

A. Courts Should Interpret Statutes Consistent with Their 

Purpose. 

 

BIPA is a remedial statute that balances the need for innovation with the 

adoption of safeguards.  Under BIPA, “[n]o private entity may collect, capture, 

purchase, receive through trade, or otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer’s 

biometric identifier or biometric information, unless it first” provides certain 

disclosures and “receives a written release executed by the subject of the biometric 

identifier.”  740 ILCS 14/15(b).  Additionally, “[n]o private entity in possession of a 

biometric identifier or biometric information may disclose, redisclose, or otherwise 

disseminate a person’s or a customer’s biometric identifier or biometric information 

unless . . . the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric information . . . consents 

to the disclosure or redisclosure.”  740 ILCS 14/15(d)(1).  According to the district 

court, an employer may be liable for separate violations of these provisions—and 

separate liquidated damages—for each individual biometric scan and attendant 

disclosure.  Op. at 11–12.  The district court’s interpretation, however, contradicts 

the statute’s language and purpose. 

1. The Intent of BIPA Is to Promote, Not Hinder, the Use of 

Biometric Technology. 

 

From finger scans to unlock computers and facial scans to access secure 

buildings, the use of biometric technology is becoming prevalent in everyday life, 
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including business operations.  Consider, for example, the workday of a hypothetical 

employee named Dorothy, a server at a popular fast-casual restaurant.  She begins 

her shift by scanning her finger to clock in using a secure biometric time clock.  As 

customers begin to arrive, the host seats a young couple in her section.  She greets 

them, takes their drink orders, and then returns to the computer terminal and scans 

her finger to input the orders.  When she delivers their drinks, they are ready to order 

appetizers.  She, again, scans her finger to input that order.  Throughout her shift, 

she repeats this process many times.  Each time she puts a drink, appetizer, entrée, 

or dessert order into the system, Dorothy scans her finger to log in.  And, any time 

she wants to check on an order’s status, print a receipt, or close out an order, she 

scans her finger again.   

As a career server, Dorothy has previously worked with passcode and card-

swipe enabled systems and greatly prefers the speed and efficiency of using the 

biometric-based system.  In fact, when Dorothy’s employer gave her a choice of using 

a passcode or biometric clock, she elected to use the finger-scan process after 

reviewing and signing the disclosure forms her employer gave her.  Finger scanning 

enables her to spend less time at the computer terminal and provide better customer 

service, which she has seen translate into bigger tips.  When there is a lull in her day, 

Dorothy scans her finger again to clock out for a short break and then scans again to 

clock back in.  By the end of her shift, she has scanned her finger a total of 95 times, 

including one final scan to clock out at the end of the day. 
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In a typical week, Dorothy works five shifts.  By the end of the week, she may 

have scanned her finger nearly 500 times.  In a month, she might scan her finger 

nearly 2,000 times.  Under the district court’s reading of the statute, that means 

Dorothy’s employer could potentially be liable for $2 million in liquidated damages 

for a single employee for an alleged BIPA violation over the course of just one month.  

Such an allegation could arise if, for example, Dorothy claimed that the language in 

the disclosure she signed did not meet the technical requirements of BIPA, or that 

additional disclosures and consents were required prior to each scan.  Multiply that 

by the number of employees at the average fast-casual restaurant, and the number 

of restaurant locations within the state, and the end result is patently inconsistent 

with the statute’s purpose.   

Beyond the restaurant industry, other industries use biometric technology and 

would be similarly adversely impacted by the district court’s interpretation of BIPA.  

For example, many companies, including retailers, hospitals, banks, laboratories, and 

hazardous material storage facilities, use biometric technology as a key component 

in their facility security protocols, as well as to protect sensitive health, employee, 

financial, and business information.  Other examples include daycare centers that 

take finger scans of parents, guardians, or caretakers tasked with picking up children 

each evening; colleges and universities that use remote proctoring software to ensure 

secure student testing environments; and businesses that deploy contactless 

temperature scans during the COVID-19 pandemic that implicate facial recognition 
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technology.6  Each of these situations has prompted putative class actions under 

BIPA.7  

Acutely aware of the sensitive nature of the biometric information that is the 

cornerstone of the technologies described above, amici’s members dedicate significant 

time, energy, and resources to compliance and the careful collection, use, storage, and 

destruction of any biometric information.  Despite these best efforts, because of 

conflicting interpretations of BIPA’s requirements or an innocent transgression, a 

company could be deemed to have committed a technical violation.  Companies are 

immediately at risk of punitive class action litigation and the accompanying 

aggregate damages exposure.  The district court’s expansive interpretation of BIPA 

exacerbates that risk and makes it exponential.  

As a result, companies concerned about potential litigation exposure for 

innocent mistakes could decide not to use these tools, or national and large regional 

companies like amici’s members could choose to carve out their Illinois operations 

from a technology system roll out.  Both scenarios would hurt employees and 

companies.  Employees would be forced to use less efficient or secure technology, 

 
6  See Alexander H. Southwell, Ryan T. Bergsieker, Howard S. Hogan, et al., U.S. 

Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Outlook and Review – 2021 § II.E, Gibson Dunn (Jan. 28, 

2021), https://www.gibsondunn.com/us-cybersecurity-and-data-privacy-outlook-and-review-

2021/#_Toc62718910 (last visited Apr. 2, 2021); Ryan Blaney, Julia D. Alonzo, & Brook G. 

Gottlieb, Litigation Breeding Ground: Illinois’ Biometric Information Privacy Act, National 

Law Review (Mar. 18, 2021), https://www.natlawreview.com/article/litigation-breeding-

ground-illinois-biometric-information-privacy-act (last visited Apr. 2, 2021); Gregory Adams, 

Justin Kay, & Jane Dall Wilson, Exam-Proctoring Software Targeted in New Wave of BIPA 

Class Action Litigation, Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP (Mar. 23, 2021), 

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/exam-proctoring-software-targeted-in-4630299 (last 

visited Apr. 2, 2021). 

7  See id. 
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resulting in longer task time and reduced productivity.  Employees in the same 

position or department but located in different states (e.g., Illinois and Indiana) would 

have to use different systems—one using biometric technology and the other not—

creating operational inefficiencies.  Additionally, companies would have the 

additional administrative burdens and costs of two separate systems, two different 

processes, procedures, training, compliance tracking, and reporting.  

The Illinois legislature did not intend for BIPA to obstruct or hinder the 

development and implementation of new technology for use within the state.  Nor 

was BIPA intended to impose catastrophic damages on companies acting in good 

faith.  See Rosenbach, 129 N.E.3d at 1207.  If left unremedied, the district court’s 

decision would do just that.  

2. BIPA Should Be Construed to Give Effect to Its Purpose, 

as Consistent with Sound Public Policy. 

 

A statute must be construed in a manner consistent with its purpose.  The 

Supreme Court has cautioned: “It is an elementary rule of [statutory] construction 

that ‘the act cannot be held to destroy itself.’”  Citizens Bank of Md. v. Strumpf, 516 

U.S. 16, 20 (1995) (citation omitted).  This Court has consistently heeded that 

guidance.  See, e.g., In re Thorpe, 881 F.3d 536, 541 (7th Cir. 2018); Zbaraz v. 

Madigan, 572 F.3d 370, 386 (7th Cir. 2009) (“[T]he district court’s interpretation of 

the statute ignores its purpose.”); Beeler v. Saul, 977 F.3d 577, 589 (7th Cir. 2020) 

(textual interpretation of statute should give effect to its purpose).  

The Illinois Supreme Court has made clear that the purpose of BIPA is 

“prevent[ion] and deterren[ce].”  Rosenbach, 129 N.E.3d at 1207.  The Illinois General 
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Assembly recognized the benefits of biometric technology but sought to balance “the 

risks posed by the growing use of biometrics by businesses and the difficulty in 

providing meaningful recourse once a person’s biometric identifiers or biometric 

information has been compromised.”  Id. at 1206.  To this end, BIPA’s aim “is to try 

to head off such problems before they occur.”  Id. (emphasis added).  It is a remedial 

statute intended to encourage compliance—not a penal statute.  See, e.g., Burlinski 

v. Top Golf USA Inc., No. 19-6700, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161371, at *21 (N.D. Ill. 

Sept. 3, 2020) (discussing BIPA’s “remedial scheme” (citing Meegan v. NFI Indus., 

Inc., No. 20-0465, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 99131, at *10 (N.D. Ill. June 4, 2020) 

(“BIPA’s provision for actual damages and the regulatory intent of its enactment 

show that it is a remedial statute.”))).  Indeed, the plain language of the private cause 

of action, including the availability of injunctive relief, confirms that the statute seeks 

to prevent and deter, not to punish good faith violations.  See 740 ILCS 14/20. 

The district court’s interpretation of BIPA undermines this remedial objective 

by permitting uncapped cumulative statutory damages (further aggregated in the 

class action context) that threaten extraordinary, and potentially devastating, 

penalties on employers operating in good faith in Illinois.  This goes far beyond 

“prevent[ion] and deterren[ce]” and is purely punitive.  See Rosenbach, 129 N.E.3d at 

1207.  After all, a company forced to shutter its business cannot remediate its good 

faith errors, and the employees forced out of work in the process are certainly not 

served by this outcome.  This punitive interpretation of BIPA cannot be squared with 

the statute’s deterrent and remedial goals.  
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Moreover, the district court’s construction of BIPA is contrary to the public 

interest and will prompt a further explosion of litigation and clogged court dockets.  

Retailers and restaurants, which provide employment for many workers in Illinois, 

were threatened with litigation seeking damages for technical violations of BIPA even 

before the district court’s ruling.  Illinois state and federal courts were besieged by 

BIPA actions that only increased after the January 2019 Rosenbach decision.  Indeed, 

the plaintiffs’ bar filed 173 BIPA class actions in under five months—that is 22 more 

cases than plaintiffs filed in the preceding ten years.8  By October 2019, over 300 BIPA 

actions were pending in Illinois state court,9 and as of February 2021, more than 

1,000 BIPA actions had been filed in the preceding two years in Illinois alone.10  The 

onslaught of opportunistic litigation in this space has continued unabated.  Over the 

past year alone: 

• Numerous actions have been filed in connection with critical health 

screenings, as well as remote work and learning instituted as a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic;11 

 
8  Maatman, Jr., supra, https://www.workplaceclassaction.com/2019/06/ 

biometric-privacy-class-actions-by-the-numbers-analyzing-illinois-hottest-class-action-

trend.  

9  Michael J. Bologna, Law on Hiring Robots Could Trigger Litigation for 

Employers, Bloomberg Law (Oct. 11, 2019), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-

report/law-on-hiring-robots-could-trigger-litigation-for-employers (last visited Apr. 2, 2021). 

10  Grace Barbic, Lawmakers revisit data collection privacy laws, The Courier 

(Mar. 10, 2021), https://www.lincolncourier.com/story/news/politics/2021/03/10/biometric-

information-privacy-act-protect-small-businesses/6944810002/ (last visited Apr. 2, 2021). 

11  Southwell, supra, https://www.gibsondunn.com/us-cybersecurity-and-data-

privacy-outlook-and-review-2021/#_Toc62718910 (“The COVID-19 pandemic also introduced 

new types of BIPA litigation associated with health screenings and remote work.”); Blaney, 

supra, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/litigation-breeding-ground-illinois-biometric-

information-privacy-act (“Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many employers and schools have 

turned to remote work and learning, and some use facial recognition or other forms of 

biometric information as a contactless way to track employees’ time or ensure secure access 

to information or buildings.”). 
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• Employers, including many restaurants, retailers, and small businesses, 

remained the primary target, most often in connection with their 

transparent use of biometric-based timekeeping systems;12 

• Nursing homes, hospitals, the Salvation Army, and universities have also 

been targeted;13 and 

• “The trend of sizeable settlements . . . has persisted throughout 2020.”14 

 

Even absent the district court’s decision, BIPA’s threat of unchecked damages 

forces many businesses to settle even meritless claims.  Settlements are often in the 

tens of millions of dollars,15 and Illinois’ small businesses are often hit the hardest 

and forced into extortionate settlements when faced with the prospect of insolvency.16   

But while Rosenbach immediately prompted a wave of BIPA litigation, 

allowing the district court’s decision to stand will lead to a tsunami of lawsuits 

focused on employees’ use of biometric timekeeping systems.  The consequences for 

 
12  Indeed, “more than 90% of the BIPA cases on file are brought in the 

employment context (mostly involving the use of finger- and hand-scanning time clocks).”  

Lauren Capitini, Shelby Dolen, Erik Dullea, et al., The Year To Come In U.S. Privacy & 

Cybersecurity Law (2021), JDSupra (Jan. 28, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/the-

year-to-come-in-u-s-privacy-9238400/ (last visited Apr. 2, 2021). 

13  Barbic, supra, https://www.lincolncourier.com/story/news/politics/2021/03/10/ 

biometric-information-privacy-act-protect-small-businesses/6944810002/ (identifying BIPA 

litigation targets); Adams, supra, https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/exam-proctoring-

software-targeted-in-4630299 (“[T]here have been multiple BIPA class action lawsuits 

brought against universities and other similar entities.  These lawsuits have been brought 

on behalf of students who, while in Illinois, have used online, remote exam-proctoring 

software that allegedly captures their facial geometry and other data.”). 

14  Southwell, supra, https://www.gibsondunn.com/us-cybersecurity-and-data-

privacy-outlook-and-review-2021/#_Toc62718910. 

15  Blaney, supra, https://www.natlawreview.com/article/litigation-breeding-

ground-illinois-biometric-information-privacy-act. 

16  Barbic, supra, https://www.lincolncourier.com/story/news/politics/2021/03/10/ 

biometric-information-privacy-act-protect-small-businesses/6944810002/ (“Clark Kaericher, 

Vice President of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, said despite the fact that most of the 

headline-making cases are against big companies, it’s mostly small companies in the state 

facing lawsuits. . . . ‘It’s enough to put any small business into insolvency.’” (quoting 

Kaericher)). 
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retailers, restaurants, and other compliance-oriented businesses operating in Illinois 

will not be remedial; they will be catastrophic.   

B. BIPA Should Be Interpreted in a Manner That Avoids “Absurd” 

Results.  

 

The district court acknowledged that its interpretation might lead to “absurd” 

results.  Op. at 13–14 (explaining that, “absurd or not, . . . where statutory language 

is clear, it must be given effect”).  But in doing so, the district court’s order 

contravenes a fundamental canon of statutory interpretation that statutes should not 

be construed in a manner that leads to such results.  Nixon v. Mo. Mun. League, 541 

U.S. 125, 138 (2004) (“Court will not construe a statute in a manner that leads to 

absurd or futile results.”); Senne v. Vill. of Palatine, Ill., 784 F.3d 444, 447 (7th Cir. 

2015); Zbaraz, 572 F.3d at 386 (quoting Treadway v. Gateway Chevrolet Oldsmobile 

Inc., 362 F.3d 971, 976 (7th Cir. 2004)); FutureSource LLC v. Reuters Ltd., 312 F.3d 

281, 284–85 (7th Cir. 2002); Stone v. Instrumentation Lab’y Co., 591 F.3d 239, 243 

(4th Cir. 2009); United States v. Solis-Campozano, 312 F.3d 164, 166 (5th Cir. 2002).  

As this Court has recognized, “[a]n interpretation that flies in the face of a statute’s 

purpose . . . leads to an absurd result.”  Zbaraz, 572 F.3d at 386–87 (citing Citizens 

Bank of Md., 516 U.S. at 20 (“Just as we will not reach for an unconstitutional 

interpretation of statutory language, neither will we construe a statute in a way that 

leads to absurd results.”)). 

Construing BIPA to impose liquidated damages absent injury on a per-scan 

basis would have significant adverse consequences for the retail and foodservice 

industries.  Given the ever-changing and ever-improving technology and the evolving 
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legal landscape, compliance with BIPA’s requirements is not always known or 

obvious, and despite an employer’s good-faith best efforts, technical violations might 

still occur.   

The flaws in the district court’s interpretation are compounded by the fact that 

a BIPA plaintiff need not demonstrate any actual damages.  As the Illinois Supreme 

Court held, a BIPA plaintiff has standing to sue even for a minor technical violation 

of the statute without having ever been harmed.  See Rosenbach, 129 N.E.3d at 1207.  

Taken to its logical conclusion, the district court’s interpretation could enable a single 

BIPA plaintiff, who has suffered no actual injury, to singlehandedly put an employer 

out of business (and all of its employees out of jobs).  Indeed, a plaintiff, having 

recognized its employer’s technical violation, would have a perverse incentive to delay 

bringing suit and instead—with each new scan resetting the statute of limitations 

and constituting a new offense—allow the violations to accumulate to the plaintiff’s 

financial gain and the employer’s detriment.  That would truly be absurd, at odds 

with the statutory purpose, and contrary to the “orderly administration of justice.”  

See Blair v. Nev. Landing P’ship, 859 N.E.2d 1188, 1193 (Ill. Ct. App. 2006) 

(explaining that “predictability and finality” of statutes of limitations “are desirable, 

indeed indispensable, elements of the orderly administration of justice”). 

Numerous courts in Illinois have agreed with Appellant’s position that a BIPA 

violation occurs only upon the initial breach of the statute’s requirements.  See, e.g., 

Robertson v. Hostmark Hospitality Grp., Inc., No. 2018-CH-05194, slip op. at 5 (Ill. 

Cir. Ct., Cook Cty. May 29, 2020) (A-5) (holding that arguments that BIPA is violated 
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on a per-scan basis are “contrary to the unambiguous language of the statute” and 

would “lead to an absurd result” and affirming that a violation occurs only on the first 

time that biometric data is collected without consent); Watson v. Legacy Healthcare 

Fin. Servs., LLC, No. 2019-CH-03425, slip op. at 3 (Ill. Cir. Ct., Cook Cty. June 10, 

2020) (A-13) (holding that the BIPA claims accrued only upon the first collection of 

the biometric information); Smith v. Top Die Casting Co., 2019-L-248, slip op. at 3 

(Ill. Cir. Ct., Winnebago Cty. Mar. 12, 2020) (A-20) (holding that a BIPA claim accrues 

only on the initial collection of biometric information and finding that violations 

accruing on a per-scan basis, “would likely force out of business—in droves—violators 

who without any nefarious intent installed new technology”).  These decisions follow 

the longstanding rule that “a plaintiff’s cause of action . . . accrues at the time his or 

her interest is invaded.”  See Blair, 859 N.E.2d at 1193.   

This Court should reject the district court’s holding and adopt Appellant’s 

interpretation, which is consistent with the statutory text and continues to provide 

for meaningful remedial relief.  Doing so will avoid the perverse incentive for delayed 

claims and the absurd outcome of crushing penalties that have no connection to any 

actual harm.  See Senne, 784 F.3d at 447.   

C. BIPA Should Be Interpreted to Avoid Due Process Concerns. 

By permitting excessive liquidated damages unrelated to any actual harm, the 

district court’s interpretation of BIPA also ignores another canon of statutory 

construction: that statutes should be construed to avoid due process concerns.  “In 

the words of Justice Holmes, ‘the rule is settled that as between two possible 
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interpretations of a statute, by one of which it would be unconstitutional and by the 

other valid, our plain duty is to adopt that which will save the Act.  Even to avoid a 

serious doubt the rule is the same.’”  Markadonatos v. Vill. of Woodridge, 760 F.3d 

545, 548 (7th Cir. 2014) (Posner, J., concurring) (emphasis in original) (quoting 

Blodgett v. Holden, 275 U.S. 142, 148 (1927) (concurring opinion)).17  Particularly in 

the context of constitutionally suspect damages awards, “[a] federal court . . . can 

(and should) reduce a punitive damages award sometime before it reaches the 

outermost limits of due process.”  Epic Sys. Corp. v. Tata Consultancy Servs. Ltd., 980 

F.3d 1117, 1142 (7th Cir. 2020) (quoting Saccameno v. U.S. Bank Nat’l Ass’n, 943 

F.3d 1071, 1086 (7th Cir. 2019)). 

The district court’s endorsement of an interpretation that would result in 

staggeringly high liquidated damages exposure for a BIPA defendant, when a BIPA 

plaintiff is not required to demonstrate actual injury, raises due process concerns.  

The Supreme Court’s guidance is clear that purely punitive damages may not be 

unlimited, nor may they grossly exceed the actual damages suffered by the plaintiff.  

In State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company v. Campbell, the Supreme 

Court held:  

[I]t is well established that there are procedural and substantive 

constitutional limitations on these awards. . . . The Due Process Clause 

of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the imposition of grossly 

 
17  See also Clark v. Suarez Martinez, 543 U.S. 371, 380–81 (2005) (“[W]hen 

deciding which of two plausible statutory constructions to adopt, a court must consider the 

necessary consequences of its choice.  If one of them would raise a multitude of constitutional 

problems, the other should prevail.”); United States v. Orona-Ibarra, 831 F.3d 867, 876 (7th 

Cir. 2016) (“[W]here a statute is susceptible of two constructions, by one of which grave and 

doubtful constitutional questions arise and by the other of which such questions are avoided, 

our duty is to adopt the latter.” (quoting Jones v. United States, 529 U.S. 848, 857 (2000))). 
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excessive or arbitrary punishments on a tortfeasor. . . . The reason is 

that elementary notions of fairness enshrined in our constitutional 

jurisprudence dictate that a person receive fair notice not only of the 

conduct that will subject him to punishment, but also of the severity of 

the penalty that a State may impose.  

 

538 U.S. 408, 416–17 (2003) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).  The 

Supreme Court also reaffirmed its instructions to “courts reviewing punitive damages 

to consider three guideposts: (1) the degree of reprehensibility of the defendant’s 

misconduct; (2) the disparity between the actual or potential harm suffered by the 

plaintiff and the punitive damages award; and (3) the difference between the punitive 

damages awarded by the jury and the civil penalties authorized or imposed in 

comparable cases.”  Id. at 418 (citing BMW of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 575 

(1996)). 

 Applying these principles to the potential liquidated damages that could flow 

from the district court’s interpretation of BIPA demonstrates that it cannot withstand 

scrutiny, even under the test for punitive damages, which BIPA never intended to 

impose.  First, even a business that engaged in reasonable, good-faith efforts to 

comply with BIPA could be subject to enterprise-threatening penalties under the 

district court’s reading of the statute.   

Second, exorbitant penalties could be awarded even without any actual 

damages.  Indeed, the near-certainty of such an outcome is clear, given that no 

published opinions involving BIPA claims by employees have involved any actual 

harm since the Rosenbach opinion was issued.  See, e.g., Bryant v. Compass Grp. USA, 

Inc., 958 F.3d 617, 620 (7th Cir. 2020) (while plaintiff “voluntarily created a user 
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account for the Smart Market vending machines and regularly made use of the 

fingerprint scanner to purchase items from the machines,” she still asserted a BIPA 

claim for failure to comply with the technical requirements of the statute); Rogers v. 

CSX Intermodal Terminals, Inc., 409 F. Supp. 3d 612, 615, 617 (N.D. Ill. 2019) 

(although the plaintiff “voluntarily provided his fingerprints,” he still “qualifie[d] as 

an aggrieved person under BIPA because” of an alleged violation of the statute’s 

requirements). 

Third, this Court’s recent decision in Epic Systems also highlights the 

meaningful concerns with the excessive penalties that would result from the district 

court’s interpretation of BIPA.  In Epic Systems, a jury held that the defendant 

engaged in intentional, repeated wrongful conduct spanning years that caused 

financial harm to the plaintiff.  Epic Sys. Corp., 980 F.3d at 1142.  Even on these 

facts, this Court found the punitive damages award—double the compensatory 

damages amount—exceeded the outermost limits of the due process guarantee.  See 

id. at 1144.  Considering the Supreme Court’s BMW guidelines, this Court held that, 

although the defendant’s “conduct consisted of a repeated course of wrongful actions 

spanning multiple years” and “was also intentional and deceitful,” it “was not 

reprehensible ‘to an extreme degree’” because the defendant “caused no physical 

harm to [the plaintiff]” and “did not recklessly disregard the safety of others.”  Id. at 

1142 (citation omitted).  The Court further explained that a constitutionally 

acceptable punitive damages award is one that mirrors the actual harm suffered by 

the plaintiff.  See id. at 1145. 
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In light of Epic Systems and the Supreme Court’s guidance, the potential for 

unlimited, purely punitive liquidated damages in a BIPA action under the district 

court’s interpretation of the statute raises significant due process concerns.  If left to 

stand, the district court’s interpretation of BIPA could impose astronomical 

liquidated damages, even where an employer operated in good faith and a plaintiff 

suffered no actual harm.  This vast disconnect between a plaintiff’s actual loss and 

the potential penalty imposed on the defendant threatens to exceed the boundaries 

of due process delineated by the Supreme Court in State Farm and BMW and by this 

Court in Epic Systems.  This Court should reject this reading of the statute. 

II. Appellant’s Proposed Interpretation of BIPA Reflects the Plain 

Language and Purpose of the Statute and Avoids Statutory 

Construction and Other Problems. 

 

The interpretation of BIPA that Appellant advocated before the district court, 

and advocates here, is supported by the plain text of the statute and Illinois case law.  

The statute expressly provides that no entity may capture an individual’s biometric 

information or identifier unless it provides the required disclosures and obtains the 

required release.  See 740 ILCS 14/15(b)(1)–(3) (emphasis added); see also Rosenbach, 

129 N.E.3d at 1206.  Likewise, no entity may disclose an individual’s biometric 

information or identifier unless there is consent.  See 740 ILCS 14/15(d)(1).  Thus, as 

Appellant correctly reasoned, a BIPA cause of action accrues upon the first scan or 

disclosure without the statutorily required disclosures or consent: “where there is a 

single overt act from which subsequent damages may flow, the statute [of limitations] 

begins to run on the date the defendant invaded the plaintiff’s interest and inflicted 
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injury, and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury.”  Def.’s Mem. in Supp. 

of Def.’s Mot. for J. on the Pleadings at 5, No. 1:19-cv-00382 (June 30, 2020), Dkt. No. 

120 (emphasis added in Def.’s Mem.) (citing Feltmeier v. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d 263, 

278 (2003)).   

A BIPA claim accrues at the first failure to obtain statutorily mandated 

consent—“not the[] continuing failure to do so.”  Id. at 6 (citing Robertson, slip op. at 

4).  As soon as the first collection without such consent was complete, so too was the 

infringement of the interest protected by the statute.  See Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d at 

278; Blair, 859 N.E.2d at 1192; Robertson, slip op. 4 (A-4) (holding the protected 

interest was violated by “Defendants’ alleged failure to first obtain [plaintiff’s] 

written consent before collecting his biometric data”); Watson, slip op. at 3 (A-13) 

(“While the Complaint alleges that Plaintiff had to scan his hand every day he 

worked, all his damages flowed from that initial act of collecting and storing 

Plaintiff’s handprint in Defendants’ computer system without first complying with 

the statute.”). 

Blair is instructive.  There, the plaintiff sought to recover under the Illinois 

Right of Publicity Act for the alleged wrongful use of his picture in promotional 

materials.  859 N.E.2d at 1192.  Just as BIPA requires an entity to obtain consent 

before collecting or disclosing biometric information, the Illinois Right of Publicity 

Act prohibits “us[ing] an individual’s identity for commercial purposes during the 

individual’s lifetime without having obtained previous written consent from the 

appropriate person.”  Id. (quoting 765 ILCS 1075/30).  In Blair, the plaintiff’s 
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photograph was used in various media to promote the defendant’s business from 1995 

through 2004.  See id. at 1193.  The plaintiff argued that his cause of action accrued 

on January 14, 2004, the last date his photograph was used.  See id. at 1191.  The 

Illinois Appellate Court rejected that position and concluded that the claim accrued 

on the date the photograph was first published in 1995.  According to the court, “the 

plaintiff allege[d] one overt act”—the use of his likeness in violation of the statute—

“with continual effects.”  Id. at 1193 (“The fact that a single photo of the plaintiff 

appeared via several mediums between 1995 and 2004 evidences a continual effect.”).  

The same conclusion is warranted here because the plaintiff has alleged one overt 

act—collection and disclosure of a finger scan without the requisite consent.  Like the 

subsequent publications of the plaintiff’s photograph in Blair, any subsequent finger 

scans or attendant disclosures here were not separate statutory violations; they were 

continual effects of the initial overt act. 

Appellant’s plausible, plain-text interpretation of BIPA avoids the pitfalls of 

the district court’s position: it encourages employers to ensure compliance with BIPA 

without imposing prohibitive penalties, does not cause absurd results in the event of 

an inadvertent technical violation, and does not impose grossly excessive, entirely 

penal damages that would implicate due process concerns.  For these reasons, this 

Court should adopt Appellant’s reading of BIPA and hold that a claim under the Act 

accrues only on the initial scan or disclosure. 
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CONCLUSION 

For these reasons and those set forth in the Appellant’s brief, the district 

court’s holding should be reversed. 

     Respectfully submitted, 

April 5, 2021 
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MEMORAN1H M ANT>ORI>ER
PluinriffThaaoas Robertson ha* filed a motionm reconsider ( Ins conn 's .limitary 27.2020

ML'ilior^ndiLm and Order pursuit to 7,15 II CS 5.^2-1203(a).

Hickgruund

On April 10, 201 PtWitilTThomas Robertson (“Robertson")filed his original ecwnplai nt
Alleging I ikl'codarts Hostmark Hospitality Group,|nc.(“Hoslrnarfc") Jt»d Ruinlroc Fntcrprises
V . ; fT P ' .irti. Inc.("RaintPMTj {udltedjvefjp "DcfrndantO violated the Rmmemc Information
Pnvac> AaCKFAl

( l i t April 1, 2019, this court granted Robertson's motion liit U-.ivr to file an amended
LIIJ '- 'I action eontpiaint (the "Amended Cumplaint"), l"he Amended Complaint now .dlegcs ihrre
enunls. L'.SLIL alle^.in^ a vitilaflit.ni n|"a different subsection of section Ey of BtPA 740 ILCS
14/ 15.

( .

C ount [ alleges a violation ol subsection f 5('LCH based upon Defendants lUtltire Eo institute,
maininin and adhere to apublicly available retention and deletion schedule tor biometric data.
740 ILCS 14/15{a).Count LI alleges a violation of subsection 1 5flb ) based upon iJeferuLmlf
fa:iLire to obtain vsriEien corsem pnor to wtlcrting^id releasing biometric J.L 1 U1. 740 ILCS
I 4/J 5fb). Count 111alleges a violationof subsection 15(d) based upon Defendants failure to
obtain consent before disttiisiiiL'. htniiwlic data, 740 ILCS 14 15( d >.

On July 31, 2019, this cowl issued its Memorandum mii Gnkr denying Defendants
motion to dismiss Ruhe!i.\tjn"s Amended f omplsinl. In summary. Ib i s court l:etd lhat ; ( 1 j

Robertson's L-lam; wusnoi preempted h\ ihe lllirtoi.i Worker's CwUpcfwuLion At'!; ( 2 nbc
applicable sttniitcoflintitationp was Iri -. - years, LU provided for in 735 II .C& 5/13- 205; and (3 i

KobcIlsOrl had adequately pled liis ^ l a l n

As pan of the court 's July 21, 2019 rwlfay. this court addressed the parties' ar^woents
regarding the dace Defendants 'ppti j ( olkcling Robertson ' s bkvfnctnC IftfomeuiCTr) but did r.-.u
a dd i e ts their arguments regarding when Robertson'sclaims JCLTULLJ

l
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Plaintiff Thomas Robertson hir. filed a motion to reconsider this Hum’s January 27. 2020
Mcinormdum and Order pursuant ui 735 ILl'S5/2-1203(a).

liackgruund

On April 20. 2018, Plamtil l Thomas Robertson (“Robcrrtwnn" i filed his original complains
alleymg Defendants Hostmaik Hospitality Ifaoup, Inc. CHostmariT) and Rainlrvc Enterprises
Mart Pl ;LfiL Inc.{"Rainipee ) (collectively ^Defendants*') violated the Biometric Information
Privacy ActrBIPAl,

On April 1, 2019, this court granted Robertson's motion for leave to file an amended
class action complaint (the *Amended Complainf ). The Amended Complaint now alleges three
counts, each alleging a violation of a different subsection of section 15 of 111 IsA. 74D ILCS
14/ 15.

L

Count I alleges a violation ol subsection 15(a) based upon Defendants failure to institute,
maintain. rind adhere to a publicly available retention and deletion schedule for biometric data.
74fl 1 f CS Ml 5{a).Count 11 alleges a violation of subsection l S i b ) bused u p m Defendants
failure to obtain written consent prior to collecting and releasing biometric ihta. 740 ILCS
14/15(h ). Count III alleges a violation of fubseenoc 15{tf) Ewed upon Dclefidams failure to
obtain consent before disdtasirig bfometric data. 740 ILCS 14 15(dK

On July 3L 2039, this court issued m Memorandum and Order denying Defrndams"

motion to dismiss Kfobertsciif $ Amended Complaint In summary, this court held that i 1 )
Robertson's ulaim was not preempted by the Illinois Worker's Compensation Acts (2) the
applicable statute of limitations was five years, as provided for in 735 ILCS 5/13-205; and (3>
Robertson hud isJequalfil) pled his claim ,

A s pari of the court's July 31,2019 ruling, this court addressed the parties' arguments
regarding the date Defendant slopped collecting Robertson 's biometric information Hui did not
address tbtir aryumcnls regarding when ftobcTtSOD.

"5 claims accrued.
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On Augu.it 3d.2019, Defendants filed their motion to reconsider and certify questions to
the appellatecourt, In iheir motion to rcttttttdcr. liefeiwfcuits argued. hmtrtiiia, llat this court
erred in applying , live- year statute of linriliilions to Robertson'S claim. t hi Siepiember 4 . 1019,
this court denied Defendants' motion. in pan, hut allowed ftjethar brielinii cm die Issue ol die
application of the five-yew limitation.

t ' n Jajiuui > 27, 202 i >, this court issued its Memorandum and Order granting in part .hid
denying in pun IMcrdsna1 motion lo rrcurtskkr- The court held tha RobertsonT claims
relating to Defendants1' alleged viol, n ions ol section 15(h) and I accrued in 2 It). L'be coon
i ; nind that the continuing s elation rule did run ::pp': y lo RieterHon's claims because (he
violariu nx of sections 15(b) ,md 1 LS > represented a ringlEdianlc act frem which .my dupt^s
llciweil I hus. it WU held that Counts [lurid III mtnthrirralhj I he live Slain I e 01 I L: nitiilionc

RctiurdEiLj;Count 1 iheCfiLul viewed vcction l ? iu ) as imposing tvsii distincl requirements:
L [ ) nct|L;qrtftg private cmilics todevelop a publicly available retention schedule and deletion

ifcleJines: aqd ( -1 ) requiring ihe po.i m.inent ileleljon ni .m individual’s biometric diUa, cither in
accordance veil h ihc deletion guidelines Of within 7 scare of the individual ';; Iasi interaction vviili
the pfivjic entity . whichever is car I set.

3 he coin! held iliai idiue -t was Defendants' staled pmiirni that ihcy cense*!collection of
hiomelnc data in 20IT, the mash dictated by section 15(a) repaid-. in the conclusion lhai
RoheruorTs claim could nm have started to accrue until , at the curliest. 2016. Accordingly,
RohrrrtVn '.r. ' s elaim WS& 003 b(imad hy ihe five-yeaf statute oflilinitUlKirtS,

Motion in Keconfitter

\ . Application of the Continuing Violation Rule
“The intended purpose of a motion i* UCCOOSidcr is to bring to the court's nuendon neujy

diswvcTed evidence, changes in the law. or errors in the court' . previous application of enisling
JflwT QKlknv^ v.Somhltfd Q»p.. 531 111.App.3d 716. 72*5-30 ( l* Dis.1. 2002), A party may
nor misfl a now legal or factual argument in p motion to reconsider. North River Ins.Co- y,
fjiinmrl I Mat. Reinsurance Co,369 III, App, 3d 563, 572 (1« Dist. 2006).

Robertson's current Motion ID ReciKUtdcrof ibis court'i January 27, 2020 Memorandum
umj Order reiterates his previously fltalcd position that hts claim is well vciiTiin the :: IL,JLC . i

limitaiinm because hew.is ,L victim ufa continuing violfllMQ of his right* under HI I1A.
.Vheraa*ivdy.he seeks to certify the question to the I irst District pursuuni to Illinois Supreme
Court Rule 304( a ).

ij.

i

\ot surprisingly, IJcfcndamls argue this tour: properly applied Ihe taw surrounding
cootimnng violations Eo Ruhertson ' s (JIPA ctnms.Alternatively. Defendants suggest that Lf ihe
question ii Lobe certified iL should hepursuant lo IllinoisSupreme Court Rule 30# .

7
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On August TO. 20( 9, Defendants filed their mol i nn to reconsider and certify questions to
the appellate court. In their motion to reconsider. rtefendsEnfs argued unw aiia. Qui this court
erred in applying a five-year statute of limits!ions to Robertson's claim. On September 4* 2019,

this comrt denied Defendants1 motion, in pan, but allowed further briefing on the issue of the
application of the? live-year statute ol limitation.

On January 27, 2020, this court issued its Memorandum and Order panting in part and
denying in pan Defendams' motion. M reconsider. The conn held ihai Robertson"* claims
relabel to DefenditntsT alleged violations of section 15(b) and I $\d ) accrued in 2010. The uitin

found itau the continuing violation rule did. not apply to Robertson's claims because the
violations of sections 15(b) ;md 15idi represented a single discrete act firs which any dairtirts
flowed. Thus, it was held Chat Counts Cl and JI [ were barred by the five Statute of limitations.

Recording Count I. the court viewed, section 15(a) as imposing two distinct requirements:
i, I ) requiring private entities to <fc^ etop a publicly available retention schedule and deletion
guidelines; and (2) requiriiijg the permanent deletion of art individuaTs biometric il ; 11 ;i

_
. either in

accordance with the deletion guidelines or Within 3 J. COTS, of the individual 's Iasi interaction with
the private entiry , whichever Ls earlier.

ITie conn held that since at wm IXTendants1' stated position that they ceased collection of
biometric data in 2013, the math dictated by section 15(a) refills in the conclusion ihai
Robertson's claim could not have started IO accrue until , at the earliest, 2036. Accordingly,
Robertson's CIJJITI was not hiiimsi by I he five -year statute of llmllaikm

Motion in Reconsider

A. *4ppikation *\f the Continuing V iolation Rule
’The intended purpose of a motion io reconsider is to brine lo the courts attention newly

discovered evidence, changes in ihc law.or errors in I he court’s previous application of existing
tow/' cbdkwa v,Souihland Com,.331 III.App.3d 716, 72̂ 30 (I* Disi. 2002), A party may
not mis<! n new legal or factual arguntent in a motion to reconsider. North Rher Ins, Co. v.
Grinncl I Mill - Rcmsunincc Co.. 36ft III, App. 3d 563, 372 (1* Disk 2006).

Robertson's current Motion in Rceonsidcrorthis court's January 2 ~
. 2020 \Tetnoraridiirn

ijrtd Order reiterates his pfcvfeuslj stated position that his claim is well with in the .statute of
I imitations because he was a victim of a coniinning violation of his rights under II IRA.
Alternatively, be seeks IQ certify- the question to the I iret District pursuaru to Illinois Supreme
Couri Rule 304( a).

II.

i

NOE surprisingly, Defendants argue this Loan properly applied she law surrounding
continuing violations to RobertsonN RfPA chums.Altemam cly. Defendants suggest that if die
question is io be certified it should be pursuant lo Illinois Supreme Court Rule 308.

?
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Etobertsoti's inilsi recent request suggesis that the proper application of the eocolEnuirtg
violation rule is illustrated by Cunningham v. HufTmr-in. 154 TIL '2d 398t 406 (1993),

CunningbiTt imolvutf a Uer offirel impression, namely, " whetherthe Illinois four-
year statute of repose is tolled until the dale of last treatment when there is an ongoing
patient- physician relationship.1" CunninghEun v,. jHuffmjjg, 154 TIL 2d 398, 400 (1993). The trial
court found that the plaintiffs claims were ttme-barred and the continuous course of treatment
doctrine was not the law in Illinois. Id, al 40 L The Appellate Court affirmed Ihc dismissal stating
that “ in medical malpractice actions, the statute of repose is triggered only on. the last day of
Krcatmcn L, and if the treatment is for the same condition, there is no requirement that the
negligence be continuous throughout the treatment, Id at 403,

The Uliciois Supreme Court declined to adopt the continuous course of treatment doctrine.
Id. at 403-04. Nonetheless, the court held that statutory scheme did not necessarily preclude the
cause of action asserted by the plaintiff. Id, at 404, Specifically, the court held that the medical
treatment statue of repose would not bar the plaintitTs action If lie could demonstrate: ( 1} that
there was a continuous and unbroken course of negligvm trattnait and (2) (hat the treatment
was so related to constitute one continuing wrong." Id. at 406 (emphasis in original). The
Illinois Supreme Court emphasized “this there must be a.continuous course of n&glig&nt
treatment as opposed to a mere continuous course of trcHbncnL” IiL ai. 407 (emphasis in
original) .

Robertson's assertion is that Cunningham stands for the properiition that “the continuing
viAdrian djMtrifle applies where a plaintiffdatiwtstratas a cMLimuniu;and unbroken course of
conduct so related a* to constitute one continuous wrong. ' (Motion at 5).

1?IIL the Illinois Supreme Court has explicitly rejected Robertsons argument, stating
^Jtjhe CupnanEhaua opinion did not adopt a coatiauiug violation rule of general
applicability in all tort eases or, as liere^ case* involving a statutory cause of action. Rather,
die result in Cunningham was bused on interpretation of the language contained in the medical
malpractice statute of repose." Belleville Toyota v.Toyota Motor Sales. U.S.A.. 199 III. 2d 325.
347 (20HJ2H'I:itzgeraleL, JX îphasis ours),

Robertson ignores Belleville and replies that ^[Ljhcre is no binding authority to which the
Court may turn for guidance on the exact issue regarding whether the continuing violation
doctrine applies/' (Reply at 4).

While Justice Fitzgerald 's written opinion an Belleville is pretty solid authority to Ihe
corttrarjc as this court previously pointed out, the First District has considered ^wjhether a series
of conversions of negotiable instruments over time can. constitute a continuing violation under
Belleville Toyola, Tnc. v. Toyota Motor Sales, LLS.A^Jng^ 199 111. 2d .125 (2Q02)3 for the
purpose of determining when the statute off mRations runs.” Kidney Cancer Assoc.V- North
Shore Om. Rank. .173 lll.App.3d 3%. 397-98 < la Disl. 2007). The court reasoned tbnl where a
complaint alleges a serial conversion of negotiable instruments by a defendant it cannot be
denied lihai a single unauthorized deposit nf a check in an account opened by the defendant gives
the plaintill"a right to file a conversion action. Id . at 495. The court rejected the plaintiff's da tin

3
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Kohertson's most recent request suggests that ihe proper application of the continuing
violation role is illustrated by Cunnbiffharo v._ Hufltnpm. 154 III, 2d 398* 406 ( ( 993),

Cunnjjpgfoam involved u mailer of first impression, namely , “whether the Illinois four-
year statute of repose is tolled until the date of last treatment when there is an ongoing
patknt/physicianrdationship.” Cunningham v, . Huliman, 154 Til, 2d 398, 400 (1993). The trial
court found dial the plaintiffs claims were time-barred and the continuous course of treatment
doctrine was not the law in Illinois, Ida <4 401r The Appellate Court affirmed the dismissal slating
that “in medical malpractice actions, the statute of repose is triggered only on. the last day of
treatmen t, and if ihe treatment is for the same condition, there is no requirement that the
negligence be continuous throughout the creanneni- Id at 403.

The Illinois Supreme Court declined to adopt the continuous course of treatment doctrine.
Id. at 4G3-04. Nonetheless, the court held that statutory scheme did not necessarily preclude the
cause of action asserted by the plaintiff. Id. at 404. Specifically, the court held that die medical
treatment statue of repose would not bar die plaintiffs action If lie could demonstrate: ( l } that
there was a continuous and unbroken course of negligent treatment and (2) (hot the treatment
wets so related as to constitute one continuing, wrong." id.at 406 ( emphasis in original). The
Illinois Supreme Court emphasized “that there must. be a continuous course of n&gtigent
trealmem as opposed to a mere continuous course of treatment” M_. m 407 (emphasis in
original) ,

Robertsuit's assertion is that Cunningham stands for the proposition (Hat “Ihe continuing
vid- L&titfk dulrine applies where a plminlifTdemonsinkiefi a £MtiiniQQgand unbroken course of
conduct, so related ;J_S ty constitute one continuous wranigT (Motion at 5).

Hut the Illinois Supreme Court has. explicitly rejected Robertsorf s. argument, stating
“jt|h£ Cunningham opinion did not adopt a continuing violation rule of general
applicability in alt tort cases or, as here* cases involving a statutory cause of action. Rather,
die result In Cunningham was based on interpretation of the Language contained in the medical
malpractice statute of repose.“ Belleville Toyota v.Toyota Motor Sales. U.S.A.. 1.99 111.2d 325.
347 (20®2)0; ftzgeiaid, JK'cmphasisours ),,

Robertson ignores Belleville and replies that “[ i. jhcre is no binding authority to which the
Court may turn for guidance on [he exact issue regarding whether the continuing violation
doctrine applies.’’ (Reply at 4).

While Justice Fitzgerald's written opinion in Belleville is pretty solid authority to the
contrary^ as tins court previously pointed out, the First District has considered (̂wjhether a series
of eonv^r^ioEis of negotiable Instruments over tunc can. constitute a continuing violation under
Belleville Toyola* ITIC. v. Toyota Motor Sales, U-S.A-., Inc,. 199 III. 2d 325 12002), lor the
purpose of determining when ihe statute of limitations runs. 4 Kidney Cancer Assoc. V- North
Shore Com Bank. 373 llJ.App.3d 3%. 397-98 (1“ Dial. 2007). The court reasoned that where a

complaint alleges u serial inversion of negotiable instruments by a defendant Li cannot be
denied iliat a single unauthorized deposit of a cheek in an account opened bv the defendant gives
the plaintiff a right to file a conversion action. Id. at 405, The court rejected the plaintiffs claim

3
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that die defencLini 's repeated deposits ( identical conversions) following die initial deposit served
to toll the statute of limitations under the continuing violation .rule. kL Instead, according LO the
court, each discrete net (deposit) provided a basis for a cause of action and the court need not
look to the defendant’s conduct as a continuous whole for prescriptivc purposes. Id.

In ktisenhach v. Six Flaps Entertainment Corn.. 2019 EL 123186, *j 33, the Illinois
Supreme Court held when a private entity Edits to comply with one of section 15's
requirements, dial violation is itself suiliCtent to support the individual 's or customer's
statutory cause of action. Jj± (emphasis ours).

Robertson's Amended Complaint alleges tinat his statutory rights were invaded in 2010,

when Defendants allegedly first collected and disseminated his biometric data without
complying with section 15's requirements. (Amended Complaint at *[42).

In our January 27, 2020 Memorandum and Order, Lius court explained diai under the
general rule a cause of action for a statutory violation accrues ZIL the lime a plaintiffs interest is
invaded. Blair v. Nevada Landing Partnership. 369 HI, App. 3d 318.323 (2nd Dist. 2006) (cuing
Petimcier v. Fcitmcicr. 207 Ill. 2d 263, 278-279 (2003)(“where there is si single overt net from
which subsequent damages may flow, the statute begins to run on the date the defendant invaded
the plaintiffs interest and inflicted injury, and this as so despite the continuing, nature of I he
injurV 7" Id, 207 Hi. 2d at 279)- sec also. Limestone Development Coq>. v. Village of Leniont
520 K.3d 797, KOI (7th C’ir. 2008)(“‘The onice of the mi-snamed doctrine is lo allow' suit to be
delayed until a series of wrongful acts blossoms into an injury on which suit can lie brought.
[dt&tiABs]. It is thus a doiL-trini im afeftui a hut about a putative. viAfatito.11).

Here, this court respectfully disagrees with RoberLson concerning the application of
continuing violation rule. It was Defendants’ alleged failure to first obtain Robertson's written
consent before collecting, his biometric data which is the essence of and gave rise to the cause of
action, not their continuing failure LO do so.Robertson"s statutory rights were violated in 2010
when Defendants allegedly first collected and disseminated his biometric data without
Complying with section 15 A rcquirCTTseriLS-

P-er rdUrtuier.‘‘where there is a single overt act from which Subsequent damages may
How, Lhe statute begins Lo run on the date Lhe defendant invaded the plaintiffs interest and
inflicted injury, and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury.^ kL 207 111. 2d at 279.
Thai Defendants lacked the written release to collect and consent to disseminate Robertson's
biometric date from 2010 until 1hcy ceased onllociion, does nm change Ehc fact Robertson 's
statutory rights were violated in 2010 nor does it serve to delay or toll the statute of limitations
Id; see alstN Rank ol'RavenswcxHt v. City a ( Chicago, 307 111. App. 3d \ 61, 168 ( 1st DisL !999)
(holding that the action for trespass began accruing when the defendant invaded plaintiff s
interest and die fact that subway was present below the ground was a continual ill effect from the
initial violation but nut a continual violation.).

The wuri did not err in holding thft the continuing vio lation i%ilt? did npt apply to
Robertson's claims.

4
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that die defendant’& repealed deposits {identical cocaversions) I'^l!lowing die initial deposit served
to toll the statute of limitations under the continuing violation rule. kL Instead, according EO the
court each discrete act (deposit) provided a basis for a. cause of action and the court need not
look lo the defendant1s conduct as a continuous whole for prescriptive purposes. Id,

In kojienhach v. Six Flags Entertainment Carp.. 2019 EL 123186, *j 33, the Illinois
Supreme Court held when a private entity (ails to comply with one of section 15's
requirements, dial violation is itself sufficient to support the individual's or customer's
statutory cause of action. Id. (emphasis ours).

Robertson's Amended Complaint alleges that his statutory rights were invaded in 2010,

when Defendants allegedly first collected and disseminated his biometric dam without
complying with section l5\s requirements. (Amended Complaint at *f42).

In our January 27, 2020 Memorandum and Order, this court explained dial under the
general rule a cause of action for a statutory violation accrues m ihe lime a plaintifFs interest is
invaded. Blair v. Nevada Landing Partnership, 369 III. App. 3d 3IS.323 (2nd Dist. 2006} (citing
Ireitmcier v. Fclimcicr. 207 111. 2d 263, 278-279 (2003)(^w'here there is a single overt net from
which subsequent damages may flow, the statute begins to run on the date the defendant invaded
the plaintiffs interest and inflicted injury, and this is so despite the continuing naSure of the
injury .7' JjJi 207 111. 2d at 279); sec also. Limestone Development Corp. v. Village of Lemont
520 K.3d 797, KOI (7th ( ' i r. 2008) (**'Elie office of the mi-snamed doctrine is lo allow still to be
delayed until a series ofwrongful acts blossoms into an injury on which suit can be brought
[dt&tiAffcs]. It is thus a dadriM hat ahaui a aaniiaihag., but about a £mimlahv^ viAlatû .

'7).
Here, Ihis court respectfully disagrees with Robertson concerning the application of

continuing violation rule, it was Itefeiidants7 alleged failure to first obtain Robertson"s written
consent before collecting his biometric daEa which is the essence of and gave rise to the cause of
action, not their continuing failure LO do so. Robertson7s statutory rights were violated in 2010
when Defendants allegedly first collected and disseminated his biometric data without
complying with section 15’s rcquarerner'iLS-

Per bdtmeier.“where there is a single oven act from which subsequent damages may
flow, the sEutuLe begins Lo run cm the date Lhe defendanL invaded the plaintiffs interest ami
inflicted injury, and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury7|dT 207 113. 2d at 279.
Thai Defendants lacked the written release to collect and consent to disseminate Robertson'1s
biometric data from 2010 until they ceased cnlSetliors, does not change the fact Robertson's
statutory rights were violated in 2010 nor does it serve to delay or toll the statute of limitations.

Id; see nlwu Bank of Ravenywcxxl v. City of O'litago.. 307 111. App. 3d 361. 168 ( 3 st Di$L S 999)
(holding that the action for trespass began accruing when She defendant invaded plaintiIFs
interest and die fact that subway was present below die ground was a continual ill effect from the
initial violation but not a continual violation.).

TW ewrt did nut err in hnidirig that the continuing violation mile did not apply to
Robertsotrs claims.

4
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R. Single KE. Muffipte Kotem
RobttlsOfl argues that this court erred art holding that h is claims for violation of sections

15 (b) and (dj amount lo single violations which occurred in 2010. Instead, according to
Robertson, each time Defendants collected or disseminated his biometric data without a written
release constitutes a single actionable violation.

Ftobertsodfs argument is contrary to the unambiguous language of the statute and taken to
its logical conclusion would inexorably lead to an absurd result,

+ * +

Section 10 of EilPA ddin.es “written release** as: w\,..] informed written consent or, in
the context of employment, a release executed by an employe# as a condition of employingnt”
740 ILCS 14/10 (emphasis added).

And, Section 15 (b)(3) of BIPA provides;

(b) No private entity may collect capture, purchase, receive through trade, or
otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer s biometric identifier or biomctiric
information, unless it first: *** (3) receives a written release executed by the
subject of the biometric identifier or biometric information or the subject 's legally
authorized representative.

740 ILCS 14/15 (b)(3).
Reading section 10 and 15 of BIPA together makes clear that the “written release’"

contemplated by section 15 (b)(3) in the. context of employment is to be execulcd as a condition
of employment. 740 ILCS 14/10 and 15(b)(3)..

As explained by The court in its January 27. 2020 MemorSuduin and Order, *"|1Jhc mosi:
reasonable and practical reading of section 15 (b) requires an employer to obtain a single written
release as a condition of employmens from yn employee or his or her legally authorized
represenLiHLi ve to allow the DO)lection of his or her biometric dam for timekeeping purpijses for
the duration of his or her employment Such a release need not be executed before every instance
an employee clocks- in and out, rather a single release should suffice to allow- the collection of an
employee's biometric data."7 January 27? 202C) Memorandum and Order at 4.

Robertson admits that this is a reasonable reading, (Motion at 7), but argues dial
Defendants, having failed to obtain a written release or his consent, had to obtain his written
release before collecting his biometric data.Since Defendants failed to do. Robertson argues,
each time Defendants' collected Robertson’s biometric is independently actionable.

But. taken to its logical conclusion Robertson's construction would lead employers lo
potentially face ruinous liability.

Section 20 of BIPA provides any individual aggrieved by a violation of BIPA with a right
of action and further provides tliat said individual may recover liquidated statutory damages for

5
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R- Single vs* Mutliph* VMagktns

Robertson, argues that this court erred in holding that h is claims for violation of sections
15 (h) and (d) amount lo single violations which occurred in 201 D. Instead, according lo
Robertson.. each time Defendants collected or disseminated his biometric data without a written
release wnsrirui.es a single actionable violation.

Robertson's argument is contrary to the unambiguous language of the statute and taken to
its logical conclusion would inexorably lead to an absurd resist.

+ * +

Section 10 of EM PA defines “written release^ as:*[* ..] informed written consent or, m
the context of employment, a release executed hy an employee as a condition of employment.' '

740 1JLCS W 10' (emphasis added).
And, Section 15 (b)(3) of BIPA provides:

(b) No private entity may collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or
otherwise obtain a person's or a customers biometric identiHer of bknrieiric
information, unless it first *** (3) receives a written release executed by the
subject of the biometric identifier or bk'Htietrio information or the subject’s legally
aulhorized representative.

740 ll .CS 14/15 (b)(3).
Reading section 10 and 15 of BIPA together makes clear that die ’written release' 7

contemplated by section 15 (b'X’3) in the context of employment is to be executed us. a condition
of employment 740 ILCS 14/10 and 15(b)(3).

As explained by ilte court in its January 27. 2020 Memorandum and Order, “lljhe most
reasonable and practical reading of section 15 (b) requires an employer to obtain a single written
release as a condition of employment from an employee or his or her legally authorized
represenLaLive to allow l.he collection id his nr Iter biometric LIULM for timekeeping purposes for
the duration of Ms or her employment, Such, a release need not be executed before every instance
an employee clocks- in and out rather a single release should suffice to allow the collection of an
employee’s biometric data.'" January 27, 2020 Memorandum and Order at 4.

Robertson admits that this is a reasonable reading, (Motion at 7), but argues that
Defendants, having failed to obtain a written release or his consent, had to obtain his written
release before collecting his biometric data.Since Defendants failed to do. Robertson argues,
each time Defendants7 collected Robertson's biometric LS independently actionable.

But, taken to its logical eonelusion Robertson's Construction would lead employers to
potential ly face ruinous liability.

Section 20 of BIPA provides any individual aggrieved by a violation of BIPA with a right
of action and further provides tliat said individual may recover liquidated statutory damages for

5
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I-WL'A vurtitiitm in the amount of tidier SLOW for negligent violation:! or S5.IKXJ tirt mieiuiocal or
reckless violations. 740 ILCS 14/20.

Robertson tdlejies that he W/is required to scan his fingerprints t"ieh lime lie clocked in
and out . (Amended Complaim a; ^44) Therefore, at minimum, there exists :n k ^ risr twos
potcnlkEly recoverable violations for vavft defy Robertson worked, [^lending this to its logical
com ! ' i (inn. ft plaintiff tike Robertson could potentially seek a total of S5(HJi,(XKJ for negligent
v iiij.vitiniiorli2.500.0n0 for inicmionn! nr reckless violaXiott for tea h y> ur Defendants
allegedly violated B1PA_

It is a wclE-settied legal principle HM1 statutes should not be construed lg reach absurd or
impracticable results.Nowak v Litv of Country Club Hiil .̂ 2011 It. 11 )838»!21. which is
where Hi ' hcit-̂ jn 's argument would LAr us. this court finds nothing in Ihc .t.it'.iiLj as it is written
«as it was enacted lo indicate ii was the considered intern of legislature m passing RlPA to
impose linos so ofctrentcas lo ihrealcn ihe existence of any business. rc^mHess of its size.

Section IS (d)(1) — ConsentfOf Dissemination

Section 15 (dXl) ol'UEPA provides:
i d i No prtvale entity m iMii^Mon of .i iiiomctrie identifieror biomcn ie information
tuny disclose, rcdtflekise. or Otherwise disseminate a person's or n CU^OmtCs
biometric identifier or biomclrk inlunnatioa unless:

C.

i i i ihe subject of the biumetro.- nk-uufier or biometric informal out or ihc subject’s
legally tutrhoriyisd rtpresemati ve consniLS to the disclosure or ltd i sclusuio:

740 ILCS 14/15 <dKl}-

liohurtsou’s mailt contention here IN that:{ ] ) he never alleged when Defendants actually
dissemiitiatcd his biometric data: and f 2 i - J defendant can potentially violate section 15( d >
multiple nmes by disseminating ;tn individuals biometric fo adJiLioLul ifo id-pan ies.

Gut this court di6 men Tuk thal section J 5(d)U ) on^>' be violated a single lime by a
delL' jiJ ^nt . Rather, it ruled ib.at Iviwd mi Ihe allegations asplevl, Robertsons chirm accrued in
2010.

E'hc court recognises dun "a plninbfl is not required to plead Ihcu with precision when
Mi.- inldmuiiiim needed to plead thm* facte is wirhin the knowledge and control of defendant
rather than phiimi It'.'' Lomun '. I’ninum . 128 til . App, jkl 761 , Iffl-lii ( 1st Dist. 2002 j.
I However, even under this suuiJard H pl ; iimiff may not simply plead Mu: elements of a claim,
llollon % Riwurrecrioo Hospiu-tL K!l 11 App , ?d 655, 65S ( 1st Dist. 1080), onr does ibis rule
excuse plemfitlfriirti alleging suflieictil I acts. Holton. 88 Hi App. Id at 638-5

j »*1 it i. » (S(i> miJiiplirti fix .:LL:? I mulhpflttd fifty w«k5 a > jinJL.pltcdl cdini i.DMlJp- i.'tlj
t,
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emh YtttJaiion in the aiUi>UM of either % 1*000 for negligent violations or S5JJ00 for intentional or
reckless violations. 740 ILCS 14/20.

Robertson alleges ihaT he wiW required to scan his fingerprint each lime lie docked in
and out, (Amended Complaint ai ^44), There!ore., at minimum, there exists m least two
potential ly recoverable violations fur each Jay Robertson worked. Intending this Lo its logical
conclusion- a plaintiff tike Robertson could potentially seek a total of $500,000 for rtcgligexi!
violations or $2,500,000 for inientioftal or reckless violationsJf.tr each wur Defendants
allegedly violated B1PA.

Il is a weLhserticd legal principle ihat slaLirtcs should not be construed In reach absurd or
impracticable results, Nowak t . City of Country Club FfiThc 2011 11 !11838* * 21. which is
where Robertson s argument would tike us. This court finds nothing in \hc statute as it is written
or as it was enacted to indicate it was the considered intern of legislature in passing RIPA to
impose lines so extreme as to threaten the existence of any business, regardless oi " its si^e.

Section IS (d)(1) - Consent for Dissemination

Section 15 (dX1) of RIPA provides:

Id i No private entity .in possession of a biometric identifier or bionicme inlbrmation
may disclose, redisdose, or utiKTWisc disseminate a person's or PI customers
biometric identifier or biometne m formation unless:

( I ) the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric infurvnaliorii or the subject’s
legally aulhoriaed repne&mintive consents to die disclosure or redisdusure.

74011X8 14/15 (d)( 1).

Robertson's main contention here is dial: (1 ) he never alleged when Defendants actually
dissciaiinated his biometric data: and ( 2 ) a ddendaiit can potentially violate section 15(d )

multiple tames by disseminating an individual's biometric to jnidiuoi-mJ third-parties.

Bui this court did not rule lhal section \5{dX1) can only be violated a single time by
dcfcrwtint , Rjuher. it ruled that based on the allegations as pled, Robertson s claim accrued in
2010-

t he court reco^ni^es that "a plaintiff is not required la plead Iacts with precision when
chc ifilormiiiicwt needed to plead ihusc facts is within the knowledge unj control ol ' delendam
rather than plaintiffs Lozman v. Putnam. 328 111. App. M 761„ 769-70 [ 1st DisT 2002).
I lowcver, even under Lbis standard a plaintiff may not simply pleiul ihc elements of y claim.,
I lohon v . Resurrection HOSFH.IL 88 Ilf App, 3d 655, 658 ilst Dist. 1980), oor does this rule
excuse a plaintiff’from alleging sufiicien'L I acts. HQILQIL 88- 111. Appr 3d ai 658-50

1 Mi »t muiripikd five tiav;. chul'i^kd fifty weeks a, year cabcf ijOOOar <JOO

G
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It'Robertson was actually trying io allege chat Defendants violated section 15(d)(1)
multiple times by disseminating his biometric data to Euuliiplc third parties on many occasions
between 2010 and whenever Defendants ceased collection, this allegation is not well-pled and
Robertson has not stated a claim for diis factual scenario. To be sure. Robertson "s Amended
(Complaint plaini!y alleges that any dissemination occurred systematically ami automatically, but
Robertson docs not allege any underlying facts which support Shis assertion.

Robertson also argues that it is possible for a private entity to violate section 15(d)
multiple tunes and that therefore the court erred in holding that Defendants violated RobeilsoiTs
section 15fd)( l ) statutory rights only in 2010. (“Defendants, at any point in time* could have
disseminated fhisl biometric data to any number of other entities* any number of times, over any
period of timed' (Motion at 13)).

Robert$Qn alleges Defendants '"disclose or disclosed [his] fingerprint data to at least one
cmL-of-stitLe third-party vendor, and likely others/' (Id. at133), bul die allegation relating to
"likely others" is not well pled. The Amended Complaint contains no allegations alleging
Defendants disseminated Robertson’s biometric data to additional third parties at some
undetermined point between 2010 and the date Defendants ceased collection.

The Amended Complaint plainly alleges that any disseminations were, on information
and belief, done “systematically or automatically.*’ (Id. at 33, 97 ). "|A jan allegation made
on information and belief is not equivalent loan allegation of relevant tact [citation1,“ Golly v.
liastniau (In re ISstaleof DihfallcoT 2013 [L App (1st) 122948, 83 (citation omitted).

Without alleging she Supporting underlying fuels which lead Robertson to believe that his
biometric data was being systemicaUy and automatically disseminated, his allegation regarding
additional dissemination to additional third parties remains an unsupported conclusion. The
same h true for the allegations Robertson pleads on information and belief. Defendants are not
required to admit unsupported conclusions on a motion dismiss.

"Hie court did not err.

[Violinns to Certify Questions £nd/ur Millions Leave to Appeal

Robertson seeks leave to immediately appeal this court 's orders pursuant to Illinois
Supreme Court Rule 304(a). Defendants assert that Illinois Supreme Court Rule 308 LS rite better
procedural vehicle and sects, certi Jiealiofi of three questions:

1.Whether exclusivity provisions of the Illinois Worker'sCompensation Act bar HI PA
claims?

111.

2. Whether lilPA claims are subject to the one-year statute of 1imitations purSuanL io 735
ILCS 5/13-201 or the two-year statute of limitations pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/13-202?

3. Whether a claim for a violation of section 15(a) accrues when a private entity first comes
into possession of biometric daia?

7
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IfRobertson was actuality trying to allege dial Defendants violated section 15(d)(1)
multiple limes by disseminating his biometric Alia to multiple third parties on many occasions
between .2010 and whenever Defendants ceased collection, this allegation. is not wel l -pled and
Robertson has not stated a claim for this tactual scenario. To be sure. Robertson’s Amended
Complaint plainly alleges that any dissemination occurred systematically ami automatically, but.
Robertson docs not allege any underlying facts which support this assertion.

Robertson also argues that it is possible for a private entity to violate section 15(d)
multiple times and that therefore the court erred ITL holding that Defendants violated Roberlsoif s
section 15{<I)( I ) statutory rights only in 2010. (“Defendants, at any point in lime* could have
disseminated fhisl biometric data to arty number of other entities, any number of times, over anv
period of time,” (Motion at 13)).

Robertson alleges Oden Amts '"disclose or disclosed [Ms] fingerprint data to at least one.

ouL-of-sELEie third-party vendor, and likely others/' fid. atT33l but the allegation rely ling to
"Likely others” is not well pled. The Amended Complaint contains no allegations alleging
Defendants disseminated Robertson’s biometric data to additional third parties at some
undetermined point between 2010 and the date Defendants ceased collection.

The Amended Complaint plainly alleges that any disseminations were, on information
and belief done “Systeroaiically or automatically. ’ (Id. at "ft 33, 97). ”|A Jan allegation snade
on information and belief is not equivalent in an allegation of relevant fact [citation If ' Gollyy.
EaaBQM (hi re Ksiai.e of DiMaiJeo). 2013 IL App ( 1si) I229j18,1] 83 (citation omitted).

Without alleging ihe supporting underlying fuels which lead Robertson to believe that his
biometric data was being systermcally and automatically disseminated, his allegation regarding
additional dissemination to additional third parties remains an unsupported conclusion. The
same is true for the al legations Robertson pleads on information and belief. Defendants are not
required to admit unsupported conclusions on a. motion dismiss.

Hie court did not err.

Motion* td Certify "Questions and/or Motinos j.cuvc to Appeal

Robertson seeks leave to immediately appeal this court's orders pursuant to Illinois
Supreme Court Rule 304(a). Defendants assert that Illinois Supreme Court Rule 308 is the better
procedural vehicle and seeks certification u ( three questions:

l.Whether exclusivity provisions of the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Act bar IS I PA
claims?

111.

2. Whether HIPA claims an; subject to the one-year siaLute of limitations pursuant to 715
I.LCS 5/13-201 or the two-year statute oflinutuLions pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/13-202?

3. Whether a claim for a violation of section 15(a) accrues when a private entity first comes
into possession of biometric data?

7
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The questions rfciendajiB seek to certify have heen cither directly addressed or Line

closely rd:ilcd To qi tertians other jud^ liavc certified

Judge K :J ;. mond W_ Millfkll in MiDriitaj-i v . S ^ mphi -ny.

No. ITCH 113) 1 tiKslicwJy (tni(ioJ 3 similar question toUcfcadamts' first question in an
appeal is pending under Maiquita McDonald v. Symphony Bfrorogvillc Purl. L JA' _ So . ] - IA-
3?9K .

SJ mi Lack . : I Jtym v ,J kadk M;InufaUuriny IV. Case Nt>. I 'J t 111 4915. judge
Anna H. Demscopoukss has Ctrlifit-. I the âcond question Lontominy of AJUI suiutc of
bniiiaiions appropriately applies 111PA claims. This conn is informed that the t irst District has
accepted The ndltn and it is currcnLty hcui-j briefed .

' iie LlurJ proposed question as to whether . 1 violation of section 15( H) begin*accruing
tvlien a private entity lirsi ogines into posw&fitm of biometric data - is nen vci pending on appeal

A. Rule 3087

Rultf JUKJ J 1 provides as follow 4

When the trial eourt LH making ; in interlocutory order :ioi otherwise npjviLihtt,
findsthat the order involves a question ofbw an to which there i£substantial ground
for . lillerencc cT opinio : i uni that an immediate appeal From the order may
materially advance the ultiiruMf termination of the liriguiion. the court shall so state
in wiiiinp. identifytag tbc question of law invoked.

III. Sep- Cr., R. 30Sia >.
Rule 3 UK ; . 11 “should be Strictly emstmed and sparingly esereised " ktioJ v. Jymith

152 111 . App, Id MS. 622 i l *: Di.sL lL^lJ “Appeals under tin* rule should be mailable only in
the exceptional case where Ihere are corn pel li tig nea-yons lor rendering an early determination of u
critical question of law and where n determination of the Usue would nuiicrLaLly advance the
liritmrirm-'’ Id .

Because Rule 'OS should be strictly coctstrwd and sparingly exercised, tlic court will not
certify ;» question .llread 1- accepted bv the Appellate Court \ccording ly , in the inteiesD of
efficiency and or not burdening the I irst Districi with issue in eases ttiiich echo one another, the
court declines to certify qucsiions regarding the applicability 01 tbc iHindis Worker’s
Compensation Act orquestions concern i tig the approprime sintut^isf limitai ions under BIPA .
Answers to those questions should be forthcoming through lbo certifications bv Judges Mitchell
.ind Demacopoulos.

Regarding thr third question cot*.CtnLfJg the accrual ol section 15(a) claims* the CVHJTI q
willing to certify j question reading section lira) but nut Ail ting to certify the question a;
currently phrased by DulertdanLS .

As explained by ihe court in ilx Jatiuary 27, 2020 Memorandum and Order, section ] 5(a)
eon in ins two disLinci requirements: ( I ) pr i sate entities in pt ŝession of biometric data must
develop a public available retcni.ii wt scheduleand deletion guidelines: and < 2\ thasft guideline .

E
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The questions Defendants seek to certify have heen either directly iiddressed or are
closely related lo qucslions other Judycs have certified

Judge Raymond W. Milichdl in McDonald v . S > mphonv Bronzevilly PyfkT LLl . Case
Xo_ 17 Cl i mil h;.as already certified a similar question to Defendants' first question tn an
appeal is pending under Maiquita McDonald v. Symphony Bronzcville Park. LLC. So, 1-19-
2398,

Similarly. in Juan Cone?, v . 1 Icadlv Manylacm rim1 C m..Case No. 19 CM 49.15, Judge
Anna l-L Demucopoulos has certified the second question conceming of wlui fiatulc of
limitaiions appropriately applies BIPA claims- This eoun is informed ihal she l-irst District has
accepted the mallet and it is cuncnlh being briefed.

'ITie third proposed question as to whether a violation of section 15(;k ) begins accruing

when a private entity first comes into possession of biometric date - is nm yet pend ing on appeal

A Rulr 3M?

Rule 30E|a) provides as JOIICHVS:

When she trial conn, in making an 1 nterloeuiory order not otherwise appealable,
llrnis that the order invol veti a question ofhw as to which there hSubstantial ground
for difference of opinion and that an immediate appeal from the order may
materially advance the ultimate termination ol' ihc litigation. the court shall so state
in writing, identifying the question of law involved-

III. SUP.CT R. J0*t a)-
Rule J0K4 Lit “should be strictly construed and sparingl y exercised ." Kincaid v Smith.

252 II]. Appr 3d 618, 622 ( Is® IJist, 1993). “Appeals under Ibis rule should be available only in
die exceptional ease where I here arc compelling reasons lor rendering an early determination ol a
critical question of law and where a Jetermination of tiic issue would materially advance the
IhigarionT [J,

Became Ride *08 should be strieLU construed and sparingly exercised, ihc court will not
certify a question already accepted b^ the Appellate Court. Accordingly , in the interests of
efficiency and of not burdening the first District with issue in eases which echo one another, the
court declines lo certify questions regarding the applicability of the Illinois Worker's
Compensation Act* or questions concerning the appropriate statute of limita t ions under BIPA,

Answers \o ihnsc questions should be forthcoming through the certifications by Judges Mitchell
and DeniacopOulOK.

Regarding the Third question concerning the accrual of section I Sea) claims, the coun h
willing to certify a question regarding section 15(a) but h mst wilting to certify the question as
currently phrased by Defendants-

As explained by the court in ilx January 27, 2020 Memorandum and Order, section 15(a)
contains iwo distinct requirements: < I ) private entities in possession of biomclric date must
develop a publicly available retention schedule and deletion iiuideiiiacs;and, (2) those guidelines

s
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must provide for the permanent destruction of biometric data when the initial purpose for
collecting the biometric data has been satisfied or within 3 years of the individual's last
interaction with [he private entity, whichever occurs first.

Contrary to Eiel'endunte' phrasing of their question regarding section 15(a), the churl did
not rule that a section 15(a) violation could only accrue once. Rather the court interpreted, section
15(a) as imposing two distinct requirements, on private entities each with separate accrual dates.
The pure legal question hnot simply when dots (he action for a violation of section 15(a) accrue
but rather whether the court's interpmsation of the statutory language of section 15(a) is correct.

I defendants motion is therefore denied, as written. If they wish, Defendants may resubmit
the request to reflect this court’s ruling and it will be reconsidered.

ff. Rule 304(a)?

Rule 304(a) provides as follows:

I f multiple parties or multiple claims for relief are involved in an action, an appeal
may he taken from a final judgment as to one or more but fewer than all of the
parties or claims only if the trial court has made an express written, finding that
there is no just reason for delaying either enforcement or appeal or both.

ILL.SUP- CTL RL 304(a).

Rule 304(a) creates “an exception, to [the) general rule id"appellate procedural law by
pcmuftukg appeals from uial court orders that only dispose of a portion of the controversy
between parties." MosUmli-Platl Associates. Inc, v, American Toxic Disposal Inc.. 182 IIL App,

3d 17, 19 ( 1st Dist. 1989). Rule 304(a)'’s exception “arises when a. trial judge [.. .] makes an
express (1ruling shat (here is no just reason to delay the enforccnaeni or appeal of the otherwise
nonfinal order." Id.

Here, Ihe court did issue a final judgment as to fewer than all of (he claims on January 27.
2020 when it granted Defendants* motion to reconsider and dismissed Counts 11 and III of
Robertson’s Amended Complaint with prejudice because they were barred by the applicable
solute ol ' limitations.

However,as explained many issues Robertson wouJd seek review of under Rule 304(a)
will be disposed of by the Appellate Court's answers to Judge Demaeopoulos" certified question.
Therefore* the court declines to make the necessary finding to allow Robertson to appeal,

pursuant to Rule 304(a).

111. Conclusion

Robertson's motion for reconsideration is DENIED.

Robertson’* request for a Rule 304(a) finding is DENIED.

Defendants’ request for to certify questions pursuant to Rule 308( a) is CiRANTED IN
PARI' arad DIJNIIH) IN PART. "Ihe court denies Defendants’ questions relating to the
application of die Illinois Workers Compensation Act and die two-year statute of limitations.

9
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must provide for the permanent destruction of biometric data when the initial purpose for
collecting the biometric data has been satisfied or within 3 years of (he individual's last
interaction with, the private entity, whichever occurs first

Contrary to Dd'endankf phrasing of their question regarding section 15(a), the court did
not rule tliat a section 15(a) violation could only accrue once. Rather the court interpreted section
15(a) as Imposing two distinct requirement on private entities each with separate accrual dates.
The pure legal q uestion is not simply when docs the action for a violation of section 15(a) accrue
but rather whether the court's imerpretaltori of the statutoiy language of section 15(a) is correct.

I defendants motion is therefore denied, as written, If they wish. Defendants may resubmit
the request to reflect this court's ruling and it will be reconsidered.

B. Rule 364(a)?

Rule 304(a) provides as follows:

I f multiple parlies or multiple claims for relief are involved in an action, an appeal
may he taken from a final judgment as to one or more but fewer than all. of the
parties or claims- only if the trial court has made ail express written, finding that
there is no just reason for delaying either enforcement or appeal or both.

ILL- SUP, CT.t R. 304(a).

Rule 304(a) creates "‘an exception to [the) general rule of appellate procedural law by
permitting appeals from trial court orders that only dispose of a portion of the controversy
between parties" Moslariii-Phiti Associates* Inc, v, American Toxic Disposal, Inc.. 182 111. App,

3d 17, 19 ( 1st Dist. 1989). Rule 304(a)"sexception “arises when a iriaJ judge [, . .] makes an
express finding that there is no just reason to delay the enforcement or appeal of the otherwise
nonfinal order.

1" Id.

Here, Ihe court did issue a final judgment ys to fewer than all of the claims on January 27.
2020 when it granted Defendants15 motion to reconsider and dismissed Counts 11 and III of
Robertson’s Amended Complaint with prejudice because they were barred by the applicable
statute o1' Limitations.

However,as explained many issues Robertson would seek review of under Rule 504(a)
will be disposed of by the Appellate Courtis answers to Judge Derrracopoulos' certified question,

Therefore* the court declines to make the necessary finding to -allow Robertson to appeal,

pursuant to Rule 304(a).

111. Conclusion

Robertson^ motion for reconsideration is DENIED.

Robertson's request for a Rule 304(a) finding is DENIE'D.

defendants1 request for to certify questions pursuant to Rule 308( a) is GRANTED IN
PART arad DliNIlID IN PART. The court denies Dd'enduraS-s’ questions relating. to Ihe
applicaticm of tile IHi runs. Worker's Compensation Act mid die two-year siaiule oflimitations.
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tlw court grants liefencbnts' request in ui lar as il seeks to certify a question relating to section
I >1 at but denies Defendants* question as currently wriflen.

I lie court orders the parties In von ter and to attempt to re.xh up agreement regarding ihv
phrasing of a question relating to the section 15{a)r

l he conn set the next status date for thin matter as June U>. 2020 at 0;3G a ,tn.

bilf -AoliitteRfdi:

1 Vik^hs?s
Judge Neil I L Cohen
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The court jjams Defcniinb' request in NO laras it seeks to certify a question rt^-uing io section
l 5t a l but. denies Defendants' q uirs-l u m ;i_* currently written.

I lie court orders the parties to confer and to attempt, to reach 1,1.0 ^grccmeni regarding the
phrasing of a question relating to the section ] 5{u )r

! be court set the next status date for this matter as June 16. 2020 at (>r30 a,m.

tj 7j- ±olinEenjd:

i jWftncJ/
JWge Neil II.Cohen
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' INTHE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOKCOUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT.CHANCERY DI\rSION

GENERAL CHANCERYSECTION

BRANDON WATSON, mdivi&aiiy and on
behalf of all others similarly situated,

CASE No. 19CH 3425
Plaintiff,

CALENDAR 11
v.

LEGACY HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL SERVICES,
LLCd/b/a Legacy Healthcare; LINCOLN PARK
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY, LLC d/b/a
Warren Barr Lincoln Park aka The Grove at
Lincoln Park; and SOUTH LOOP SKILLED
NURSING FACILITY, LLCd/b/a Warren Ban-
South Loop,

Defendants.

ORDER

This matter came before the Court on Defendants’ 2-619 motion to dismiss the putative
Class Action Complaint of Plaintiff Brandon Watson. For the reasons explained below, the
motion is granted.

BACKGROUND

Plaintiff was required to scan his hand to clock in and out of work at Defendants’ nursing
home facilities in Chicago.1 Plaintiff worked as a Certified Nursing Assistant for Defendant
Legacy Healthcare Financial Services, LLC (“Legacy”), which controls 26 nursing home
facilities in Illinois. He worked at Defendant Lincoln Park Skilled Nursing Facility, LLC from
December of 2012 through February of 2019, and at Defendant South Loop Skilled Nursing
Facility, LLC from May through November of 2017.

Plaintiff filed his one-count Class Action Complaint on March 15, 2019, alleging that
Defendants failed to properly disclose and obtain releases related to the collection, storage, and
use of his biometric information, in violation of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act
(“BIPA”). He asks for statutory damages and an injunction under BIpA, individually and on
behalf of a class of similarly-situated employees.

l The facts recited here are based upon the allegations of Plaintiffs Complaint, which are taken as true for purposes
of this motion.
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' INTHE CIRCUIT COURT OFCOOKCOUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIV:SION

GENERAL CHANCERYSECTION

BRANDON WATSON, individually and on
behalf of ail others similarly situated,

CASE No. 19CH 3425
Plaintiff,

CALENDAR 11
v.

LEGACY HEALTHCARE FINANCIAL SERVICES,
LLCd/b/a Legacy Healthcare; LINCOLN PARK
SKILLED NURSING FACILITY,LLC d/b/a
Warren Barr Lincoln Park a/k'a The Grove at
Lincoln Park; and SOUTHLOOP SKILLED
NURSING FACILITY,LLCd/b/a Warren Barr
South Loop,

Defendants.

ORDER

This matter came before the Court on Defendants’ 2-619 motion to dismiss the putative
Class Action Complaint of Plaintiff Brandon Watson. For the reasons explained below, the
motion is granted.

BACKGROUND

Plaintiff was required to scan his hand to clock in and out of work at Defendants’ nursing
home facilities in Chicago.1 Plaintiff worked as a Certified Nursing Assistant for Defendant
Legacy Healthcare Financial Services, LLC (“Legacy”), which controls 26 nursing home
facilities in Illinois. He worked at Defendant Lincoln Park Skilled Nursing Facility, LLC from
December of 2012 through February of 2019,and at Defendant South Loop Skilled Nursing
Facility, LLC from May through November of 2017.

Plaintiff filed his one-count Class Action Complaint on March 15, 2019, alleging that
Defendants failed to properly disclose and obtain releases related to the collection, storage, and
use of his biometric information, in violation of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act
(“BIPA”). He asks for statutory damages and an injunction under BIpA, individually and on
behalf of a class of similarly-situated employees.

i

l The facts recited here are based upon the allegations of Plaintiff’s Complaint, which are taken as true for purposes
of this motion.
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Defendants move to dismiss the Complaint under Section 2-619 of the Illinois Code of
Civil Procedure, arguing that (1) Plaintiffs claims are time-barred; (2) Plaintiffs claims are
preempted by the Illinois Workers Compensation Act; and (3) Plaintiffs claims are preempted
by Section 301 of the Labor Management Relations Act.

APPLICABLE LAW

The purpose of a section 2-619 motion to dismiss is to dispose of issues of law and easily
proved issues of fact at the outset of litigation. Van Meter v. Darien Park Dist.,207 Ill. 2d 359,
367 (2003). Section 2-619(a)(5) provides for dismissal of a claim that “was not commenced
within the'fime limited by law.” Dismissal of a complaint pursuant to section 2-619(a)(9) is
permitted where “the claim asserted against defendant is barred by other affirmative matter
avoiding the legal effect of or defeating the claim.” Id.The affirmative matter must negate the
cause of action completely. Id.The trial court must interpret all pleadings and supporting
documents in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, and grant the motion only if the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts that would support a cause of action. In re Chicago Flood
Litigation,176 Ill. 2d 179, 189 (1997).

«

ANALYSIS
fll Statute of Limitations

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs claim is barred by the statute of limitations. BIPA does
not contain its own statute of limitations, so Defendants contend that the claim should be
governed by the one-year statute applicable to what it calls the “most analogous common law
claim”—invasion-of-privacy claims. That statute provides: i

Actions for slander, libel or for publication of matter violating the right of privacy, shall
be commenced within one year next after the cause of action accrued.

735 ILCS 5/13-201.
This is not the applicable statute of limitations. BIPA’s Section 15(d) could be construed

to address “publication of matter violating the right of privacy” in prc hibiting private entities
from “disclosing], redisclos[ing], or otherwise disseminat[ing] a perron’s or a customer’s
biometric identifier or biometric information ” 740 ILCS 14/15(d ). However, in this case
Plaintiff did not include a claim under Section 15(d). Rather, he claimed violations only of
Sections 15(a) and (b), which require private entities to publicly provide retention schedules and
guidelines for permanently destroying biometric information, and to make disclosures and obtain
releases before collecting, storing, and using that information. Sections (a) and (b) are violated
even if there is no publication. Therefore, the one-year statute does not apply.

Nor does the two-year statute of limitations for a “statutory penalty” (735 ILCS 5/13-
202) apply to this case. BIPA’s liquidated damages provision is remedial, not penal. In
Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entertainment Corp., the Illinois Supreme Court explained that the
General Assembly enacted BIPA “to try to head off such problems before they occur,” by
enacting safeguards and “by subjecting private entities who fail to follow the statute's
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Defendants move to dismiss the Complaint under Section 2-619 of the Illinois Code of
Civil Procedure, arguing that (1) Plaintiff’s claims are time-barred; (2) Plaintiffs claims are
preempted by the Illinois Workers Compensation Act; and (3) Plaintiffs claims are preempted
by Section 301 of the Labor Management Relations Act.

APPLICABLE LAW

The purpose of a section 2-619 motion to dismiss is to dispose of issues of law and easily
proved issues of fact at the outset of litigation. Van Meter v. Darien Park Dist 207 Ill. 2d 359,
367 (2003). Section 2-619(a)(5) provides for dismissal of a claim that “was not commenced
within thefime limited by law.” Dismissal of a complaint pursuant to section 2-619(a)(9) is
permitted where “the claim asserted against defendant is barred by other affirmative matter
avoiding the legal effect of or defeating the claim.” Id. The affirmative matter must negate the
cause of action completely. Id.The trial court must interpret all pleadings and supporting
documents in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, and grant the motion only if the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts that would support a cause of action. In re Chicago Flood
Litigation,, 176 Ill. 2d 179, 189 (1997).

ANALYSIS
(1) Statute of Limitations

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs claim is baned by the statute of limitations. BIPA does
not contain its own statute of limitations, so Defendants contend that the claim should be
governed by the one-year statute applicable to what it calls the “most analogous common law
claim”—invasion-of-privacy claims. That statute provides:

Actions for slander, libel or for publication of matter violating the right of privacy, shall
be commenced within one year next after the cause of action accrued.

735 ILCS 5/13-201.

This is not the applicable statute of limitations. BIPA’s Section 15(d) could be construed
to address “publication of matter violating the right of privacy” in prc hibiting private entities
from “disclosing], redisclosfing], or otherwise disseminating] a pers on’s or a customer’s
biometric identifier or biometric information ”740 ILCS 14/15(d ). However, in this case
Plaintiff did not include a claim under Section 15(d). Rather, he claimed violations only of
Sections 15(a) and (b), which require private entities to publicly provide retention schedules and
guidelines for permanently destroying biometric information, and to make disclosures and obtain
releases before collecting, storing, and using that information. Sections (a) and (b) are violated
even if there is no publication.Therefore, the one-year statute does not apply.

Nor does the two-year statute of limitations for a “statutory penalty” (735 ILCS 5/13-
202) apply to this case. BIPA’s liquidated damages provision is remedial, not penal. In
Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entertainment Corp., the Illinois Supreme Court explained that the
General Assembly enacted BIPA “to try to head off such problems before they occur,” by
enacting safeguards and “by subjecting private entities who fail to follow the statute's
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requirements to substantial potential liability, including liquidated d a m a g e s. 2 0 1 9 I L
123186, % 36. Like the Telephone Consumer Protection Act at issue in Standard Mutual Ins. Co.
v. Lay,BIPA was “designed to grant remedies for the protection of rights, introduce regulation
conducive to the public good, or cure public evils." 2013 IL 114617,f 31.

The applicable statute of limitations is the five-year “catch-all” provision of 735 ILCS
5/13-205. It begins to run on the date the cause of action accrued. Defendants argue that, even if
the five-year statute applies, Plaintiffs claim is time-barred because his cause of action accrued
when Defendant scanned Plaintiffs hand on his first day of work—December 27, 2012. This suit
was filed on March 15, 2019, more than six years later.

Plaintiff argues that each daily scan of his hand violated BIPA, so his last day of work—February 21, 2019—-is the key date for limitations purposes. He argues that all scans in the five
years before he filed the Complaint are actionable.

Generally, a cause of action accrues “when facts exist that authorize one party to
maintain an action against another.” Feltmeier v. Feltmeier,207 Ill. 2d 263, 278 (2003). Plaintiff
argues that his claims are most analogous to wage claims, where each inadequate paycheck gives
rise to a separate cause of action. The same cannot be said for each of Plaintiff s hand scans. As
the Court in Feltmeier stated:

[W]here there is a single overt act from which subsequent damages may flow, the statute
begins to run on the date the defendant invaded the plaintiffs nterest and inflicted injury,
and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury.

Id. at 79. (emphasis added).
In wage claims, damages flow from each inadequate paycheck. Additional damages

accrue every time a paycheck is short. By contrast, Plaintiffs damages flow from the “single
overt act” of the initial collection and storage of his biometric data. According to the Complaint,
“From the start of Plaintiff s employment with Defendants in 2012,” Defendants required him to
have his “fingerprint and/or handprint collected and/or captured so that Defendants could store it
and use it moving forward as an authentication method.” (Cplt ^118). The Complaint alleges that,
before collecting Plaintiffs biometric information, Defendants did not provide Plaintiff with the
required written notices and did not get his required consent. (Cplt ffll 22, 23). While the
Complaint alleges that Plaintiff had to scan his hand every day he worked, all his damages
flowed from that initial act of collecting and storing Plaintiffs handprint in Defendants’
computer system without first complying with the statute. Plaintiffs handprint was scanned and
stored in Defendants’ system on Day 1, allowing for authentication every time he signed in.

Plaintiffs cause of action accrued when his handprint allegedly was collected in violation
of BIPA on his first day of work on December 27, 2012. Therefore, because Plaintiff filed his
case on March 15, 2019, Plaintiffs claim is time-barred under the five-year statute of limitations.

i

<

«

This holding disposes of the case, but the Court will address Defendants’ other arguments
for the record.
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requirements to substantial potential liability, including liquidated damages .. . .” 2019 IL
123186, If 36. Like the Telephone Consumer Protection Act at issue in Standard Mutual Ins. Co.
v. Lay,BIPA was “designed to grant remedies for the protection of rights, introduce regulation
conducive to the public good, or cure public evils." 2013 IL 114617, Tf 31.

The applicable statute of limitations is the five-year “catch-all” provision of 735 ILCS
5/13-205. It begins to run on the date the cause of action accrued. Defendants argue that, even if
the five-year statute applies, Plaintiffs claim is time-barred because his cause of action accrued
when Defendant scanned Plaintiffs hand on his first day of work—December 27, 2012. This suit
was filed on March 15, 2019, more than six years later.

Plaintiff argues that each daily scan of his hand violated BIPA, so his last day of work—February 21, 2019—is the key date for limitations purposes. He argues that all scans in the five
years before he filed the Complaint are actionable.

Generally, a cause of action accrues “when facts exist that authorize one party to
maintain an action against another.” Feltmeier v. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d 263, 278 (2003). Plaintiff
argues that his claims are most analogous to wage claims, where each inadequate paycheck gives
rise to a separate cause of action. The same cannot be said for each of Plaintiff s hand scans. As
the Court in Feltmeier stated:

[W]here there is a single overt act from which subsequent damages may flow, the statute
begins to run on the date the defendant invaded the plaintiffs ’merest and inflicted injury,
and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury.

Id. at 79. (emphasis added).

In wage claims, damages flow from each inadequate paycheck. Additional damages
accrue every time a paycheck is short. By contrast, Plaintiffs damages flow from the “single
overt act” of the initial collection and storage of his biometric data. According to the Complaint,
“From the start of Plaintiff s employment with Defendants in 2012,” Defendants required him to
have his “fingerprint and/or handprint collected and/or captured so that Defendants could store it
and use it moving forward as an authentication method.” (Cplt ^[18). The Complaint alleges that,
before collecting Plaintiffs biometric information, Defendants did not provide Plaintiff with the
required written notices and did not get his required consent. (Cplt 22, 23). While the
Complaint alleges that Plaintiff had to scan his hand every day he worked, all his damages
flowed from that initial act of collecting and storing Plaintiffs handprint in Defendants’
computer system without first complying with the statute. Plaintiffs handprint was scanned and
stored in Defendants’ system on Day 1, allowing for authentication every time he signed in.

Plaintiffscause of action accrued when his handprint allegedly was collected in violation
of BIPA on his first day of work on December 27, 2012. Therefore, because Plaintiff filed his
case on March 15, 2019, Plaintiffs claim is time-barred under the five-year statute of limitations.
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This holding disposes of the case, but the Court will address Defendants’ other arguments i

for the record.
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(2) Preemption bv Workers Compensation Act

Defendant argues that Plaintiffs claims are preempted by the exclusive remedy
provisions of the Illinois Workers Compensation Act (the “Act”), 820 ILCS 305/5(a) and 11.

The Act “generally provides the exclusive means by which an employee can recover
against an employer for a work related injury.” Folta v. Ferro Eng'g,2015 IL 118070, f 14.
However, the employee can escape the Act’s exclusivity provisions by establishing that the
injury “(1) was not accidental; (2) did not arise from his [or her] employment; (3) was not
received during the course of employment; or (4) was not compensable under the Act.” Id.

Defendant argues that none of these exceptions apply in this case. In response, Plaintiff
argues that exceptions (1) and (4) both apply—that the BIPA violations were not accidental and
were not compensable under the Act.

To show that an injury was not accidental, “the employee must establish that his
employer or co-employee acted deliberately and with specific intent t j injure the employee.”
Garland v. Morgan Stanley & Co.,2013 IL App (1st) 112121, ^ 29. Plaintiff has made no such
allegation in his Complaint, so he has not established that the injury was not accidental. To put it
another way, the Complaint leaves open the possibility that the injury war accidental. Plaintiff
implicitly acknowledges this when he alleges that he and the members of the class are entitled to
recover “anywhere from $1,000 to $5,000 in statutory damages.” (Cplt f 57). Statutory damages
of $1,000 may be recovered for negligent violations of BIPA (740 ILCS 14/20(1)), and caseiaw
has equated “negligent” with “accidental” under the Act. See Senesac v. Employer's Vocational
Res., 324 Ill. App. 3d 380, 392 (1st Dist. 2001).

Plaintiff also argues that exception (4) applies—the injury was not compensable under
the Act. In Folta, the Illinois Supreme Court addressed how courts should analyze this
exception. Rejecting the argument that the plaintiffs mesothelioma was not compensable under
the Act because recovery in his situation was barred by a statute of repose, the court focused on
the type of injury alleged and whether the legislature intended such injuries to be within the
scope of the Act. The court stated, “[W]hether an injury is compensable is related to whether the
type of injury categorically fits within the purview of the Act.” Id. at 23. Because the Act
specifically addressed diseases caused by asbestos exposure (such as mesothelioma), the court
found that the legislature contemplated that this type of disease would be within the scope of the
Act, and it was therefore compensable under the Act. Id. at ]fl[ 25, 36.

The same cannot be said for injuries sustained from violations of BIPA. As the court
stated in Liu v. Four Seasons Hotel, Ltd.,2019 IL App (1st) 182645, 30, BIPA “is a privacy
rights law that applies inside and outside the workplace.” By including in BIPA a provision for a
private right of action in state or federal court (740 ILCS 14/20), the legislature showed it did not
contemplate that BIPA claims would categorically fit within the purview of the Workers
Compensation Act. Moreover, BIPA’s definition of “written release” refers specifically to
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2 Folta was decided under both the Workers Compensation Act and the Workers’ Occupational Diseases Act, 820
ILCS 310/5(a) and 11, which contain analogous exclusivity provisions. !
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(2) Preemption bv Workers Compensation Act

Defendant argues that Plaintiffs claims are preempted by the exclusive remedy
provisions of the Illinois Workers Compensation Act (the “Act”), 820 ILCS 305/5(a) and 11.

The Act “generally provides the exclusive means by which an employee can recover
against an employer for a work related injury.” Folta v. Ferro Eng'g,2015 IL 118070, ^ 14.
However, the employee can escape the Act’s exclusivity provisions by establishing that the
injury “(1) was not accidental; (2) did not arise from his [or her] employment; (3) was not
received during the course of employment; or (4) was not compensable under the Act.” Id.

Defendant argues that none of these exceptions apply in this case. In response, Plaintiff
argues that exceptions (1) and (4) both apply—that the BIPA violations were not accidental and
were not compensable under the Act.

To show that an injury was not accidental, “the employee must establish that his
employer or co-employee acted deliberately and with specific intent 1:> injure the employee.”
Garland v. Morgan Stanley & Co., 2013 IL App (1st) 112121, ^ 29.Plaintiff has made no such
allegation in his Complaint, so he has not established that the injury was not accidental. To put it
another way, the Complaint leaves open the possibility that the injury was accidental. Plaintiff
implicitly acknowledges this when he alleges that he and the members of the class are entitled to
recover “anywhere from $1,000 to $5,000 in statutory damages.” (Cplt ^ 57). Statutory damages
of $1,000 may be recovered for negligent violations of BIPA (740 ILCS 14/20(1)), and caselaw
has equated “negligent” with “accidental” under the Act.See Senesac v. Employer's Vocational
Res., 324 Ill. App. 3d 380, 392 (1st Dist. 2001).

Plaintiff also argues that exception (4) applies—the injury was not compensable under
the Act. In Folta, the Illinois Supreme Court addressed how courts should analyze this
exception.2 Rejecting the argument that the plaintiffs mesothelioma was not compensable under
the Act because recovery in his situation was barred by a statute of repose, the court focused on
the type of injury alleged and whether the legislature intended such injuries to be within the
scope of the Act. The court stated, “[Wjhether an injury is compensable is related to whether the
type of injury categorically fits within the purview of the Act” Id. at ^ 23. Because the Act
specifically addressed diseases caused by asbestos exposure (such as mesothelioma), the court
found that the legislature contemplated that this type of disease would be within the scope of the
Act, and it was therefore compensable under the Act. Id. at <[H[ 25, 36.

The same cannot be said for injuries sustained from violations of BIPA. As the court
stated in Liu v. Four Seasons Hotel Ltd.,2019 IL App (1st) 182645, 30, BIPA “is a privacy
rights law that applies inside and outside the workplace.” By including in BIPA a provision for a
private right of action in state or federal court (740 ILCS 14/20), the legislature showed it did not
contemplate that BIPA claims would categorically fit within the purview of the Workers
Compensation Act. Moreover, BIPA’s definition of “written release” refers specifically to

2 Folta was decided under both the Workers Compensation Act and the Workers* Occupational Diseases Act, 820
ILCS 310/5(a) and 11, which contain analogous exclusivity provisions.
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releases executed by an employee as a condition of employment, further evidence that the
legislature did not intend the Workers Compensation Act to preempt BIPA actions in the
employment context. 740 ILCS 14/10.

The court holds that BIPA claims are not compensable under the Act. Therefore, BIPA
claims fall within the fourth exception to the Act’s exclusivity provisions. Plaintiffs BIPA
claims are not preempted by the Act.

i

(3) Preemption by § 301 of Labor Management Relations Act

Finally, Defendant argues that this case should be dismissed because Section 301 of the
Labor Management Relations Act (29 U.S.C. §185(a)) preempts Plaintiffs BIPA claim. That
section provides:

(a) Venue, amount, and citizenship. Suits for violation of contracts between an employer
and a labor organization representing employees in an industry affecting commerce as
defined in this Act, or between any such labor organizations, may be brought in any
district court of the United States having jurisdiction of the parties, without respect to
the amount in controversy or without regard to the citizenship of the parties.

i

i

i

i
!
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In analyzing this provision, the U.S.Supreme Court stated:

[I]f the resolution of a state-law claim depends upon the meaning of a collective-
bargaining agreement, the application of state law (which might lead to inconsistent
results since there could be as many state-law principles as there are States) is pre-empted
and federal labor-law principles—necessarily uniform throughout the Nation—must be
employed to resolve the dispute.

!

I

:

I

I
i

Lingle v. Norge Div. of Magic Chef, 486 U.S. 399, 405-06 (1988).
!
i

In Illinois, the First District Appellate Court explained the analysis as follows:

Where a matter is purely a question of state law and is entirely independent of any
understanding of the terms of a collective bargaining agreement, it may proceed as a
state-law claim. By contrast, where the resolution of a state-law claim depends on an
interpretation of the collective bargaining agreement, the claim will be preempted. Where
claims are predicated on rights addressed by a collective bargaining agreement, and
depend on the meaning of, or require interpretation of its terms, an action brought
pursuant to state law will be preempted by federal labor laws. Defenses, as well
as claims, must be considered in determining whether resolution of a state-law claim
requires construing of the relevant collective bargaining agreement.

i

«

i
i

Gelb v. Air Con Refrigeration & Heating, Inc., 356 Ill. App. 3d 686, 692-93 (1st Dist. 2005)
(internal citations omitted). /
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releases executed by an employee as a condition of employment, further evidence that the
legislature did not intend the Workers Compensation Act to preempt BIPA actions in the
employment context. 740 ILCS 14/10.

The court holds that BIPA claims are not compensable under the Act. Therefore, BIPA
claims fail within the fourth exception to the Act’s exclusivity provisions. Plaintiffs BIPA
claims are not preempted by the Act.

(3) Preemption by $ 301 of Labor Management Relations Act

Finally, Defendant argues that this case should be dismissed because Section 301 of the
Labor Management Relations Act (29 U.S.C. §185(a)) preempts Plaintiffs BIPA claim.That
section provides:

(a) Venue, amount, and citizenship. Suits for violation of contracts between an employer
and a labor organization representing employees in an industry affecting commerce as
defined in this Act, or between any such labor organizations, may be brought in any
district court of the United States having jurisdiction of the parties, without respect to
the amount in controversy or without regard to the citizenship of the parties.

In analyzing this provision, the U.S.Supreme Court stated:

[I]f the resolution of a state-law claim depends upon the meaning of a collective-
bargaining agreement, the application of state law (which might lead to inconsistent
results since there could be as many state-law principles as there are States) is pre-empted
and federal labor-law principles—necessarily uniform throughout the Nation—must be
employed to resolve the dispute.

Lingle v. Norge Div. of Magic Chef 486 U.S. 399, 405-06 (1988).

In Illinois, the First District Appellate Court explained the analysis as follows:

Where a matter is purely a question of state law and is entirely independent of any
understanding of the terms of a collective bargaining agreement, it may proceed as a
state-law claim. By contrast, where the resolution of a state-law claim depends on an
interpretation of the collective bargaining agreement, the claim will be preempted. Where
claims are predicated on rights addressed by a collective bargaining agreement, and
depend on the meaning of, or require interpretation of its terms, an action brought
pursuant to state law will be preempted by federal labor laws. Defenses, as well
as claims, must be considered in determining whether resolution of a state-law claim
requires construing of the relevant collective bargaining agreement.

Gelb v. Air Con Refrigeration & Heating, Inc., 356 Ill. App. 3d 686, 692-93 (1st Dist. 2005)
(internal citations omitted).
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With their motion, Defendants submitted sworn declarations i ttaching copies of the
collective bargaining agreements (“CBAs”) in effect at the Lincoln P.irk and South Loop nursing
facilities where Plaintiff worked. The Lincoln Park CBA with SEIU provided, in relevant part:3

<

:

I
:
\

Management of the Home, the control of the premises and the direction of the working
force are vested exclusively in the Employer subject to the provisions of this Agreement.
The right to manage includes . . . to determine and change starting times, quitting times
and shifts, and the number of hours to be worked . . . to determine or change the methods
and means by which its operations ought to be carried on; to set reasonable work
standards . . . .

;

:

I

(Dfts’ Mot., Choi Dec., Exh. A, p. 7).
The South Loop CBA with Local 743 in effect when Plaintiff worked at the South Loop

facility in 2017 provided, in relevant part:

[South Loop] has, retains, and shall continue to possess and exercise all management
rights, functions, powers, privileges and authority inherent in ihe right to manage
including] . . . the right to determine and change schedules, s arting times, quitting times,
and shifts, and the number of hours to be worked . . . to determine, modify, and enforce
reasonable work standards, rules of conduct and regulation (including reasonable rules
regarding .. . attendance, and employee honesty and integrity] . . . .

;

i

1

(Dfts’ Mot., James Dec., Exh. A, p. 5).
!

Under Lingle and Gelb, the question is whether resolution of the BIPA claim in this case
depends on an interpretation of the CBAs quoted above. Defendants argue that Plaintiffs claim
“cannot possibly be resolved” without interpreting the governing CBAs. The Court disagrees.
Resolution of this case is purely a question of state law—whether or not Defendants complied
with BIPA by making the required written disclosures and getting the required written release
before collecting, storing, and using Plaintiffs biometric information. Even if the CBAs allowed
Defendants to set a rule requiring Plaintiff to clock in with his handprint—as part of
“determining reasonable work standards”—the Court does not need to interpret the CBAs to
decide if Defendants complied with BIPA’s requirements. This is so even though the unions may
be Plaintiffs “legally authorized representatives” under Section 15(b)(3) for purposes of signing
the required release. The Court does not need to interpret the CBA to determine if the release
was signed or not.

4

;

The CBAs are only tangentially related to this dispute, if at all. As the U.S. Supreme
Court stated in Allis-Chalmers Corp. v. Lueck,471 U.S. 202, 211 (1985), “[N]ot every dispute !

i
!
:

3 Defendants attached the CBA in effect between May 1, 2017 and April 30, 2020. The relevant CBA would be the
one in effect when Plaintiff began work at Lincoln Park on December 27, 2012. Even if Defendants had attached the
correct CBA, though, Defendants’ preemption argument fails for the other reasons described herein.

i
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“determining reasonable work standards”—the Court does not need to interpret the CBAs to
decide if Defendants complied with BIPA’s requirements. This is so even though the unions may
be Plaintiffs “legally authorized representatives” under Section 15(b)(3) for purposes of signing
the required release. The Court does not need to interpret the CBA to determine if the release
was signed or not.

The CBAs are only tangentially related to this dispute, if at all. As the U.S. Supreme
Court stated \n AUis-Chalmers Corp. v. Lueck, 471 U.S. 202, 211 (1985), “[N]ot every dispute

3 Defendants attached the CBA in effect between May 1, 2017 and April 30, 2020. The relevant CBA would be the
one in effect when Plaintiff began work at Lincoln Park on December 27, 2012. Even if Defendants had attached the
correct CBA, though, Defendants’ preemption argument fails for the other reasons described herein.
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concerning employment, or tangentially involving a provision of a collective-bargaining
agreement, is pre-empted by § 301 or other provisions of the federal labor law.” (emphasis
added). Preemption promotes uniformity of federal labor law, but preemption is required only if
resolution of the dispute is “substantially dependent” on analysis of the terms of the CBA. Id. at
220.

f

As the court in Gelb directed, this Court has considered the defenses as well as the claims
in this case. The Court notes that Defendants have raised no defenses that require an
interpretation of the CBAs. Defendants do not assert that the unions received the required BIPA
disclosures or signed BIPA releases on behalf of employees. Instead, they only point out that the
broad management rights provisions of the CBAs allow them to set work standards. Deciding
this case does not require the Court to interpret the CBAs.

In making our holding, the Court respectfully declines to follow the nonbinding Seventh
Circuit case of Miller v. Southwest Airlines,926 F. 3d 898 (7th Cir. 2919) and the Northern
District of Illinois cases that followed it, Gray v. Univ. of Chi. Med. Ctr., Inc., No. 19-cv-04229,
2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 229536 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 26, 2019) and Peatry v. Bimbo Bakeries USA,
Inc., No. 19 C 2942, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32577 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 26, 2020). Our case involves a
motion to dismiss under Section 2-619 of the Illinois Rules of Civil Procedure, which should be
granted “only if the plaintiff can prove no set of facts that would support a cause of action.” In re
Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d 179, 189 (1997). Here, Plaintiff could prove a set of facts
under which his claim was not preempted. Defendants did not meet their burden of proof on their
2-619 motion to dismiss argument based on Section 301 preemption.4

CONCLUSION

Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss is granted under 2-619(a)(5) and Plaintiffs Complaint is
dismissed with prejudice for failure to bring suit within five years after the cause of action
accrued. This is a final order disposing of all matters.

ENTERED;

Judge Pamela McLean Meyerson

JudgePamelaMcLean Meyetse®

JUN in 2020
Circuit Court-2097
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Marcia Smith vs. Top Die Casting Co.
2019-L-248

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION AND ORDER

Plaintiff has filed suit alleging defendant violated sections 15 (a) and (b) of the Biometric
Information Privacy Act (BIPA), 740 ILC'S 14/ 1 et seq. Defendant has filed a 2-619 Motion to
Dismiss the complaint on the basis that defendant believes suit has been brought outside the statute
of limitations. The matter has been fully briefed and argued. The court finds and orders as follows:

Violation of section 15(a)

740 ILCS 14/15 deals with “Retention; collection; disclosure; destruction” Section (a) states,

“A private entity in possession of biometric identifiers or biometric information must develop a
written policy, made available to the public, establishing a retention schedule and guidelines for
permanently destroying biometric identifiers and biometric information M>hen the initial purpose
for collecting or obtaining such identifiers or information has been satisfied or within 3 years of
the individual’s last interaetion with the private entity, whichever occurs first . Absent a valid
warrant or subpoena issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, a private entity in possession of
biometric identifiers or biometric information must comply with its established retention schedule
and destruction guidelines.” (Emphasis added.)

The parties agree that the plaintiff began working for the defendant in August of 2017. It also
appears without dispute that the plaintiffs last day on the job was February 28, 2019. Her
assignment “officially” ended March 5, 2019. It also appears uncontroverted that when the

I.
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plaintiff began working for the defendant and defendant acquired her biometric information, there
was no written policy in place for the retention and destruction of that data. Under the wording of
the statute, and the use of the “or” connector, either there are written guidelines for permanently
destroying the biometric information once the purpose for having it/using it have been satisfied or
in the absence of written guidelines, destruction must take place within 3 years of the individual’s
last interaction with the entity. The latter applies here.

The United States Supreme Court has said, “a cause of action does not become ‘complete and
present’ until the plaintiff can file suit and obtain relief.” Buy Area Laundry and Dry Cleanim:
Pension Trust kinul r I' 'char Carp, olCalifornia, Inc. , 522 U.S. 192 at 193. In Blair v Nevada
Landing Partnership, 369 Ill.App.3d 318, 323 our Second District Appellate Court stated,
“Generally, in tort, a cause of action accrues and the limitations period begins to run when facts
exist that authorize one party to maintain an action against another [citing Feltmeier , infra.” At
this point, only approximately 1 year after the plaintiffs last interaction with the defendant, the
plaintiffs claim has not ripened as there is still a considerable time (at minimum until February
28, 2022), for the defendant to comply with the statute, regardless of what the statute of limitations
is.

Defendant’s motion to dismiss is granted as it pertains to paragraph 47 as well as any other
paragraphs alleging a violation of section 15(a).

Violation of section 15(b)

740 1LCS 14/15(b) states, “No private entity may collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade,
or otherwise obtain a person’s or a customer’s biometric identifier or biometric information, unless
it first:

(1) informs the subject or the subject’s legally authorized representative in writing that a
biometric identifier or biometric information is being collected or stored;

(2) informs the subject or the subject’s legally authorized representative in writing of the specific
purpose and length of term for which a biometric identifier or biometric information is being
collected, stored, and used; and

(3) receives a written release executed by the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric
information or the subject’s legally authorized representative.”

The plain language of the statute indicates when a claim accrues for violating this section. The
offense, and thus the cause of action for the offense, occurs the first time the biometric
information is collected without meeting the requirements of paragraphs (1) - (3).

The Illinois Supreme Court has said, "At this juncture, we believe it important to note what does
not constitute a continuing tort. A continuing violation or tort is occasioned by continuing
unlawful acts and conduct, not by continual ill effects from an initial violation. See Pavlik, 326
Ill.App.3d at 745, 260 Ill .Dec. 331, 761 N.E.2d 175; Bank of Ravenswood. 307 Ill.App.3d at
167, 240 Ill.Dec. 385, 717 N.E.2d 478; *279 Hvon, 214 Ill .App.3d at 763, 158 Ill.Dec. 335, 574
N.E.2d 129. Thus, where there is a single overt act from which subsequent damages may flow,
the statute begins to run on the date the defendant invaded the plaintiffs interest and inflicted
injury, and this is so despite the continuing nature of the injury. Sec Bank of Ravenswood, 307
Ill.App.3d at 167-68, 240 Ill.Dec. 385. 717 N. E.2d 478:

'

Hvon. 214 Ill.App.3d at 763, 158
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Ill.Dec. 335, 574 N.E.2d 129; Austin v. House of Vision. Inc.. 101 Ill .App.2d 251, 255, 243
N.E.2d 297 (1968). For example, in Bank of Ruvenswood, the appellate court rejected the
plaintiffs' contention that the defendant city's construction of a subway tunnel under the
plaintiffs property constituted a continuing trespass violation. The plaintiffs' cause of action
arose at the time its interest was invaded , i. c . , during the period of the subway's construction,
and the fact that the subway was presenl below ground would be a continual effect from the
initial violation, but not a continual violation. Felltneier v Feltmeier. 207 Ill.2d 263 at 278-279.”
(Emphasis in original) See also Blair , supra at 324 -325.

In this matter, it is undisputed that the plaintiff first began using the timeclock in question in
August of 2017. Plaintiff’s argument that each time the plaintiff clocked in constituted an
independent and separate violation is not well taken. The biometric information is collected the
one time, at the beginning of the plaintiff’s employment, and thereafter the original print, or
coordinates from the print, are used to verify the identity of the individual clocking in. Thus, the
offending act is the initial collection of the print and at that time the cause of action accrues. To
hold otherwise is contrary to the plain wording of the statute and common sense as to the manner
the initially collected biometric information is utilized. Additionally, as a matter of public
policy, the interpretation plaintiff desires would likely force out of business
violators who without any nefarious intent installed new technology and began using it without
complying with section (b) and had its employees clocking in at the start of the shift, out for
lunch, in for the afternoon and out for the end of the shift. Over a period of 50 weeks (assuming
a two week vacation ) at $1000 for each violation it adds up to $ 1 ,000,000 per employee in a
year’s time. This would appear to be contrary to 14/5 (b) and (g) - Legislative findings; intent.
It also appears to be contrary to how these time clocks purportedly work.

Given the violation occurs at the first instance of collection of biometric data that does not
conform to the requirements set forth, the question becomes what the statute of limitations is
given the Act’s silence. Defendant argues that because BIPA clearly concerns matters of privacy
as well as concerns itself with the dissemination of uniquely personal information and preventing
that from occurring, the one year statute of limitations set forth in 13-201 applies, supporting its
motion to dismiss.

in droves -

The parties agree that the Illinois Supreme Court (in Rosenbuch v Six Floes Emm 7 Corp. 2019
IL 123186) as well as other cases addressing BIPA have made it clear that BIPA involves an
invasion of privacy but they disagree as to what that means. BIPA’s structure is designed to
prevent compromise of an individual’s biometric data. Indeed, the common law right to privacy
as it relates to modern technology is at the core of BIPA. The United States Supreme Court has
noted that “both the common law and the literal understanding of privacy encompass the
individual’s control of information concerning his or her person.” U. S. Pep'l of Justice v
Reporters ( 'omm. tor Freedom of the Press . 489 I.J .S. 749, 763. Defendant relies heavily on Blair
and its application of 13-201’s one year limitation period and the fact the Right of Publicity Act
(765 ILCS 1075) involved in Blair , like BIPA, sets forth no statute of limitations period.

However, the Court noted in Blair that at common law there was a tort of appropriation of
likeness, for which a plaintiff needed to set forth elements of appropriation of a person’s name
or likeness, without consent, done for another's commercial benefit. The statute of limitations
for doing so was the one year statute set forth in 13-201 . The Right to Publicity Act went into
effect January 1, 1999 and completely replaced the common law tort. The legislature specifically
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said it was meant to supplant the common-law. As such, the Blair court held the one year statute
of limitations would remain applicable for the Act. BIPA is not an act which completely
supplants a specific common law cause of action, so is distinguishable from the Right to
Publicity Act in this regard. Additionally, Blair clearly involved publication as an essential
element. That further distinguishes it from BIPA to the extent that publication is not a necessary
element of every BIPA claim. Notably, the case at hand contains no allegation of publication.

The Second District's decision and language in Benitez v KFC Nat. Management Co., 305
Ill.App.3d 1027 is informative. There, while the matter involved intrusion upon seclusion and
the voyeuristic nature of the affront to privacy which is not present here, the court stated, at page
1034, “The fact that publication is not an element of intrusion upon seclusion is crucial, since
the plain language of section 13-201 indicates that the one-year statute of limitations governs
only libel, slander and privacy torts involving publication, (see 735 ILCS 5/13-201 (West 1994);
McDonald’s Corp. v. Levine , 108 lll .App.3d. 737, 64 Ill . Dec. 224, 439 N.E.2d 475(1982) (even
if eavesdropping claim was actually a claim for intrusion upon seclusion, the one-year statute of
limitations of what is now section 13-201 would not apply . . . )). Accordingly, since the statute
does not refer to a cause of action for intrusion upon seclusion, we decline to read the statute as
such.” The court went on to note two cases which disagreed with its decision and held that 13-
201 applied to intrusion upon seclusion and sexual harassment cases. The court commented, at
pages 1007-8, “Nonetheless, we are not persuaded by those cases, since neither case provides
any explanation whatsoever of why section 1 3-201 applies to a cause of action for intrusion upon
seclusion. Instead, we find the plain language of the statute controlling.”

It is also noteworthy that inclusion upon seclusion is a relatively new, statutorily created
violation of the right to privacy and it is an extension of the common law’s four distinct types of
privacy breaches. While BIPA claims are not claims which can be characterized as intrusion
upon seclusion cases, BIPA also is a statutorily created violation of the right to privacy which
extends common law privacy protections, as opposed to supplanting a common law right. For
those reasons also, as well as the Second District’s logic and analysis of 13-201 in Benitez (which
this court must follow) 13-201 does not apply.

Therefore, for all the foregoing reasons, the court finds that section 5/13-205’s Five year
limitations period applies to BIPA violations. Given the lack of an express limitations period in
the Act, and the finding 13-201 does not apply, BIPA falls into the category of “civil actions not
otherwise provided for” and plaintiff has clearly brought her claim prior to August, 2022.

The defendant’s motion to dismiss section ( b ) allegations of BIPA violations is denied.

So ordered:
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this court must follow) 13-201 does not apply.

Therefore, for all the foregoing reasons, the court finds that section 5/13-205’s Five year
limitations period applies to BIPA violations. Given the lack of an express limitations period in
the Act, and the finding 13-201 does not apply, BIPA falls into the category of “civil actions not
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